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ABSTRACT
The motivation for this project developed from testing of a full scale building isolated with triple
friction pendulum bearings on the E-defense shake table in Japan. The test demonstrated
experimentally that the vertical component of ground motion can amplify both the base shear and
the story acceleration in the isolated building. Vertical shaking introduced high-frequency
variation in the axial force of the bearings, and, consequently, a high-frequency component in the
bearing lateral force, which excited higher structural modes in the building. Since vertical
bridges are flexible in the vertical direction because of long spans, similar effects may be
observed in bridges.
The objectives of this study are to develop a physical understanding of the amplification
of responses and develop a simplified method to predict amplification of base shear in threedimensional (3D) shaking relative to two-dimensional (2D) shaking, for bridges isolated with
spherical sliding bearings. A series of ground motions with a wide range of vertical shaking
intensity were applied to 3D models of bridges isolated with triple pendulum bearings (TPBs),
both excluding the vertical component (2D motion) and including the vertical component (3D
motion). This enabled the comparison of the bridge response under 2D and 3D shaking such that
the direct effect of vertical shaking could be investigated. The selected ground motions were fit
to target spectra in the horizontal and vertical directions, and divided into three groups based on
vertical peak ground acceleration (PGAV). Multi-span concrete box girder bridges were selected
for this study, as they are a prominent bridge type in California, and are suitable for seismic
isolation. Models were developed for a 3-span, 45-ft wide, multi-column Base Model bridge;
various superstructure and isolation-system parameter variations were implemented to evaluate
the effect of these variations on the amplification of base shear. Response histories were
compared for a representative motion from each ground-motion group under 2D and 3D shaking.
Modal and spectral analyses were conducted to understand dynamic properties and behavior of
the bridge under vertical motion. Based on simplified theory, a method to estimate the
amplification of base shear due to vertical shaking was developed. The accuracy of the
simplified method was assessed through a base shear normalized error metric, and different
amplification factors were considered.
Response history analysis showed significant amplification of base shear under 3D
motion implying that exclusion of vertical component could lead to under estimation of demand
shear forces on bridge piers. Deck acceleration spectral response at different locations revealed
that a transverse-vertical modal coupling response was present in the Base Model bridge, which
led to amplification of deck accelerations in addition to base shear due to excitation of the
superstructure transverse mode. The simplified method predicted that in addition to the peak
vertical ground acceleration base shear amplification depended on the isolation-system period
(radius of curvature) and friction coefficient. The error in the simplified method was
approximately constant across the range of isolation-system parameters. Variations in the bridge
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superstructure or substructure modeling parameters had only a minor effect on the base shear
since the deck acts as a single mass sliding on isolators; therefore, the simplified method can be
applied to a range of bridge models. The simplified method includes an amplification factor that
indirectly represents the dynamic amplification of vertical acceleration from the ground to the
isolation system. An amplification factor of 1.0 was found to be sufficiently conservative to
estimate the base shear due to 3D shaking. The lack of apparent dynamic amplification could
mean that the peak vertical acceleration is out-of-phase with the base shear. The simplified
method is more likely to be unconservative for high-intensity vertical ground motions due to the
complexities associated with uplift and pounding. Further investigation is recommended to
determine the threshold shaking intensity limit for the simplified method.
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In
ntroduction

1.1

MOTIVATIO
M
ON AND BA
ACKGROUND

Seismic isolation
i
is a very effective approacch to reducee the damagiing effects oof earthquakkes on
bridges, buildings,
b
an
nd other stru
uctural or no
onstructural ccomponents. Isolation ddevices physiically
detach an
nd uncouplee the structurre from the ground motiion, thus redducing the fforces transm
mitted
to the stru
ucture by an
n earthquakee. When appllied to a briddge, the deviices isolate tthe superstruucture
from horrizontal grou
und shaking, significantlly reducing tthe demand on the substructure. In order
to isolate the superrstructure, flexible
f
devices are insstalled betw
ween the suuperstructuree and
substructture. Figure 1.1 comparres a conveentional briddge and isolated bridgee response uunder
earthquak
ke loading.
An
A isolation system leng
gthens the naatural periodd of the struucture, significantly reduucing
the specttral acceleraation demand
ds (Figure 1.2).
1
This reeduction of sspectral acceleration redduces
inertial fo
orces on the superstructu
ure and allow
ws the substr
tructure––typpically multii-column bennts––
to be designed to reemain elasticc. The lengtthened naturral period oof the structuure increasees the
displacem
ment demand
ds, which arre accommodated by isoolation devicces. As a connsequence, w
wider
expansion joints and increased
d seat length
h may be rrequired to accommodaate displaceement
demands.
Issolation dev
vices incorp
porate energ
gy-dissipatioon mechaniisms designned to limit the
displacem
ments deman
nds to a reaasonable lev
vel. Figure 11.3 shows a bilinear foorce-displaceement
curve, wh
hich is geneerally represeentative of several
s
typess of energy-dissipating iisolation devvices.
The area under the closed
c
curve represents the
t energy ddissipated duuring each cyycle of motion of
the isolattors. Isolatio
on devices arre also desig
gned to provvide high iniitial stiffnesss to resist seervice
loads, e.g
g., wind loads or vehiclle breaking forces.
f
Isolaation bearinggs remain ellastic under wind
loads and
d vehicle breeaking forcess, and exhibiit nonlinear response unnder earthquaake forces.

Figure
e 1.1

Behavior of conventional and
a seismica
ally isolated b
bridge [Buck
kle et al. 2006
6].

1

Figure
F
1.2

Effect of seismic
s
isola
ation on brid
dge response
e [Buckle et al. 2006].

e 1.3
Figure

Biliinear force-d
displacementt behavior [A
AASHTO 2010].

Primarily, theere are two classes of bearings
b
com
mmonly usedd as isolatioon devices: lead–
rubber bearings
b
(LR
RBs) and spherical
s
sliiding bearinngs. Lead–rrubber bearrings incorpporate
alternatin
ng layers off rubber with
h steel shimss; the rubbeer layers proovide flexibiility and the steel
shims prrevent bulgin
ng under veertical loads. The LRB also uses a lead core ppress fit intto the
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center ass part of th
he energy-d
dissipation mechanism.
m
Large diam
meter LRBs are requireed to
maintain stability under large latteral displaceements and hhigh axial looads; however, increasinng the
he bearing sttiffness, whicch may undeermine the sseismic isolaation objectivve. In
diameter increases th
gn of LRBs,, balancing the
t competing needs too achieve booth stability and the reqquired
the desig
bearing flexibility
f
caan be difficullt.
Spherical slid
ding bearingss use a frictiional slider oon a sphericaal surface. T
The natural pperiod
of a stru
ucture isolaated with spherical sliding bearinngs is indeppendent of the weightt and
determin
ned only by the
t radius orr radii of cu
urvature of thhe sphericall surface(s). Various typpes of
sphericall sliding bearings are maanufactured by Earthquaake Protectioon Systems aand are classsified
as Frictio
on Pendulum
mTM bearings (FPB). Fig
gure 1.4 shoows two typees of FPBs: single penddulum
PBs) [Figurre 1.4(b)]. S
bearings (SPBs) [Fig
gure 1.4(a)], and triple pendulum bbearings (TP
Single
m bearings consist
c
of a single slideer that slidess over a sphherical surfacce, resultingg in a
pendulum
single peendulum mecchanism. A TPB embed
ds an inner ddouble penduulum mechaanism (articuulated
slider san
ndwiched between spheerical sliding
g surfaces oon the top aand bottom)) within an outer
double pendulum meechanism. Hence,
H
there are four sphherical surfaaces on whicch sliding occcurs.
Note thatt although th
he two innerr sliding surrfaces are ideentical, the ttwo outer suurfaces may have
distinct radii
r
of curvaature, which
h in the mostt general casse results in tthree pendullum mechannisms.
Multi-sph
herical slidin
ng bearings such as the TPB can prrovide displaacement capacity compaarable
to an SPB
B with a redu
uced bearing
g diameter.

Figurre 1.4

(a
a) Single pendulum bearings; and (b) triple pendu
ulum bearing
gs (EPS, n.d.).

3

Figure 1.5 iss an idealizeed schematiic of the eqquilibrium oof the SPB in the dispplaced
configuraation. From Figure 1.5, the
t force-defformation reelationship oof the bearingg is derived as:

F u

w
W
R

(1.1)

where R is the radiu
us of curvatture, µ the friction coe fficient, andd u the laterral displacem
ment.
Although
h the term W generally symbolizes
s
weight,
w
it shhould be inteerpreted as tthe instantanneous
axial forcce on the beearing. Thuss, the horizo
ontal force oof the isolattor depends on instantanneous
axial forcce acting on
n it, implying
g that verticaal motion mi
might affect thhe horizontaal response oof the
structure significantly
y.
The
T significaant influencee of vertical shaking waas observed in a full-scaale test of a fivestory steeel moment frame
fr
buildin
ng (Figure 1.6) isolated bby TPBs at Japan’s E-D
Defense facillity in
August 2011
2
[Dao an
nd Ryan 2015]. The antticipated outtcome of thee full-scale ttest was to pprove
the effecctiveness off the isolattion system
m to protectt both the structure aand nonstrucctural
componeents. Based on the test results, how
wever, nonsttructural com
mponents w
were shown to be
vulnerable to the verrtical compo
onent of shaaking [Ryan and Dao 20015; Soroushhian et al. 22015],
and horizzontal-verticcal coupling effects werre also notedd in the respponse [Ryann and Dao 22015].
The test program in
ncluded 19 independentt test simulaations—or ttrials—each with a diffferent
input mo
otion. Input ground mo
otions incorp
porated a siine wave, a variety of recorded grround
motions, and one siimulated mo
otion. The ground
g
mottions includeed representtative broaddband
frequency
y shaking, sh
haking in the near-fault region, and shaking from
m a long-durration subduuction
motion. Some
S
input motions werre applied with
w vertical shaking andd some weree applied witthout,
although few direct comparisons
c
(same motio
on with and without verrtical shakingg) were appllied.

Figure 1.5
1

Idealized equilibrium of slide
er in displace
ed configura
ation [Mosqu
ueda et al. 20
004].

4

Figure
e 1.6

Full-scale five--story steel moment
m
fram
me test specimen [Dao an
nd Ryan 2015
5].

The
T results of
o the test prrogram dem
monstrated tw
wo direct efffects of verttical shakingg that
may need
d to be considered in thee lateral desiign of isolatted structures. The effects are believved to
be generrally applicaable to stru
uctures with
h spherical sliding beaarings and eeven flat slliding
bearings.. The first effect was an increase in base shhear, which occurs becaause the beearing
horizontaal force is prroportional to
o the instanttaneous axiall force or noormal force oon the bearinng.
To
T demonstraate, Figure 1.7 comparess the recordeed histories oof base sheaar in X and Y
Y, and
total axiaal force of the
t building under the 1999
1
ChiChhi, Taiwan, eearthquake rrecorded at TCU
station [T
TCU80(XY))] and the 19
978 Tabas, Iran,
I
earthquuake recordeed at Tabas station (TAB
B80).
TCU80(X
XY) and TA
AB 80 are representativ
r
ve of two-ddimensional (2D) (withoout vertical)) and
three-dim
mensional (3
3D) (with veertical) motiions, respecttively, that w
were applied during thee test
program.. The numbeer 80 indicattes both reco
ords were sccaled to 80%
% of their reecorded intennsity.
The axiaal force is almost
a
consttant under th
he 2D moti on TCU80(XY), and thhe shear forrce is

5

dominated by longer period cycles; however, under the 3D motion TAB80, the axial force
history contains high-frequency variation due to the vertical shaking. This high-frequency
content was also transferred to the bearing lateral force. As a result, the base-shear history
contains high-frequency content at peak locations.
Figure 1.8 compares the recorded base shear for both 2D and 3D shaking under 88% of
the motion recorded at Rinaldi Receiving Station (RRS) in the 1994 Northridge, California,
earthquake. This was the only direct comparison with the same motion applied both with and
without the vertical component of shaking. The intensity of the vertical component was greater
than 1g [vertical peak ground acceleration (PGA) or PGAV = 1.2g]. This caused a complete
uplift excursion of the bearings. Although the total axial force dropped to zero, the system
recovered; see Figure 1.8(c). The high-frequency component of the base shear for 3D shaking
(with a period around 0.16 sec), which is absent in 2D shaking, was in sync with the total axial
force variation for 3D shaking; see Figure 1.8.
The second observed effect was an amplification of horizontal floor accelerations due to
the expression of higher modes activated by horizontal–vertical coupling. Specifically, the highfrequency component introduced into the base shear by the vertical motion caused the activation
of higher structural modes. Figure 1.9 shows floor spectra for the 3D recorded motion from 1995
Kobe, Japan, earthquake at Takatori Station, generated from both test data and numerical
simulation using the validated computational model. These spectra provide evidence of a
response in Mode 8 (the second structural mode) and determined to have a period of 0.17 sec
based on modal analysis. In the Mode 8 displaced shape, floors 2 and 5 are nearly stationary; see
Figure 1.9. The floor acceleration response spectra at Floors 1, 3, 4, and 6 show spectral peaks
around 0.17 sec (the period of Mode 8), whereas Floors 2 and 5 (the nodal locations in Mode 8)
are not amplified. Thus, Mode 8 was amplified in the presence of vertical shaking because its
period was closely tuned to the period of vertical shaking. In bridges isolated with spherical
sliding bearings, a similar amplification of higher mode(s) due to vertical shaking is possible.
In summary, the effect of vertical motion on structures isolated with spherical sliding
bearings, especially for isolated bridges, is a relatively unexplored topic, and past research has
been very limited. The next section documents previous studies on the effect of vertical shaking
on isolated structures, with an emphasis on those with spherical sliding bearings.
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Figure 1.7

Base-shear histo
ory of the bu
uilding underr TCU80(XY) and TAB80 ground motiion.
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Figurre 1.9

1.2

Floor spectra for
f Takatori motion in th
he X-direction
n.

LITERATUR
L
RE REVIEW
W

A numbeer of compu
utational stud
dies of strucctures with ssliding isolaation systems have raiseed the
issue of potential
p
am
mplification of
o various deemand param
meters in the presence off vertical shaaking.
Lin and Tadjbakhsh
T
[1986] analy
ytically simu
ulated a rigiid mass subjected to harrmonic horizzontal
excitation
n with and
d without vertical
v
exciitation at tthe same frrequency, cconsidering soil–
foundatio
on interactio
on. The autho
ors found th
hat the respo nse of the slliding mass was significcantly
affected by vertical ground motion; howev
ver, harmoniic excitationn of a struccture at the same
frequency
y in both ho
orizontal and vertical diirections is unrealistic. Shakib and Fuladgar [22003]
performeed an analyttical study on
o an asymm
metric buildding isolatedd by a pure friction isollation
system (e.g.,
(
flat sliiding bearin
ngs), wherein the buildiing was ideealized as a 3D single--story
building. The authorrs concluded
d that the isolation syst em was lesss effective w
when the veertical
componeent was inclu
uded compaared to the isolated asym
mmetric buillding subjeccted to horizzontal
motions only.
o
Analytical
A
sttudies focussed specificaally on isollated bridges drew sim
milar conclussions.
Calvi et al. [2004] performed
p
no
onlinear dyn
namic analysses on differrent bridge configuratioons to
determin
ne the effect of axial forrce variation
ns on the seeismic respoonse of bridgges isolated with
SPBs. In
n the case off curved brid
dges, the verrtical compoonent had m
more significaant effects oon the
response compared to bridges with a “strraight” conffiguration. T
The authorss concludedd that
vertical shaking
s
may
y increase sig
gnificantly the
t shear forrce demand on piers, buut the variation of
displacem
ment deman
nd on isolato
ors is neglig
gible. Eroz [2007] modeeled typical highway brridges
isolated with
w SPBs. The isolatorr model acco
ounted for thhe variation of normal fforce and friiction
coefficien
nt, large defformation efffects, and coupling
c
of vvertical andd horizontal responses dduring
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ground shaking. Computational simulations performed on a 3D concrete bridge model showed
that peak isolator forces were underestimated when the vertical component was excluded, but the
vertical shaking had a negligible effect on the column drift.
Rabiei and Khoushnoudian [2011] were the first researchers to suggest that increases in
the base shear of friction pendulum bearings due to vertical excitation may be amplified further
in the horizontal floor accelerations of a multi-story building. In this study, a four-story shear
type building isolated with SPBs was subjected to vertical and horizontal components of
recorded earthquakes. The authors calculated the error in the responses for single-component
(horizontal only) shaking relative to horizontal plus vertical shaking. The maximum error
observed (over all ground motions) by neglecting vertical motion was 36% and 50.12% for base
shear and top floor acceleration, respectively. The authors concluded that for a low-period
superstructure, the top floor acceleration was significantly affected by vertical acceleration and
neglecting vertical shaking may lead to underestimation of the base shear.
Politopoulus and Moussallam [2012] performed a 3D analysis of a nuclear plant with
low-damping bearings. They compared the horizontal floor spectra under two horizontal
components and all three components of ground motion, and observed that non-isolated higher
modes were amplified due to coupling between vertical excitation and horizontal response. This
behavior was explained conceptually by a simple two-degree-of-freedom model.
As discussed above, a number of numerical studies have suggested that vertical shaking
may lead to significant amplification of the horizontal responses in base-isolated structures,
particularly those with spherical sliding bearings, as reported by the experimental results of the
E-Defense tests. In contrast, experimental research has not, in general, corroborated these
analytical claims. For example, vertical excitation had little influence on the horizontal force or
displacement of the isolation system in a test of a single-story structure with SPBs [Zayas et al.
1987]. Mosqueda et al. [2004] performed displacement-controlled tests on a rigid block
supported by four SPBs under 2D and 3D motions. The test apparatus consisted of four bearings
supporting a 1.82 m  2.59 m rigid frame loaded with concrete and lead weighing 290 kN. Six
different orbits were used for displacement-controlled test. The authors concluded that the
inclusion of vertical shaking had only a small effect on the lateral force of the SPBs. The
horizontal displacements of the rigid block were the same in both cases.
Iemura et al. [2005] conducted shake table tests on two scaled models of highway bridges
seismically isolated with a combined rubber and flat sliding bearing system to investigate the
effect of axial force variation due to overturning and vertical acceleration. This hybrid system of
rubber and sliding bearings was referred to as a “resilient” sliding isolation system because it
provided a restoring force. The tested models included a reduced-scale portion of a bridge deck
that could not capture the vertical vibration characteristics of a full-scale deck. The test results
suggested that normal force variation on bearings would be much higher due to overturning than
due to vertical acceleration. Furthermore, vertical acceleration had only a minor effect on forcedeformation hysteresis loops in these tests.
9

Fenz and Constantinou [2008] formulated and validated a general model for multispherical sliding bearings that can be used for response history analysis (RHA). The model
specialized for TPBs was validated with experimental results of a quarter-scale six-story
seismically isolated steel structure. The authors concluded that the effect of vertical shaking on
peak displacement, peak base shear, and peak superstructure response was minor; however,
results presented in the report show that base shear was amplified up to 25% and horizontal floor
acceleration was amplified by up to a factor of two in some cases. The peak vertical table
acceleration was moderate, ranging from 0.1 to 0.45g.
In addition, Morgan and Mahin [2011] performed analytical and experimental
investigations on multi-stage spherical sliding isolation bearings. Experimental testing included a
shake table test of a one-quarter-scale three-story seismically isolated steel braced frame on
multi-spherical sliding bearings. The authors observed no difference in the peak shear force,
peak displacement demand, or total energy dissipated when vertical acceleration was included;
the change in the total vertical load on all isolators when vertical acceleration was excluded
versus included was insignificant, which appears to be due to a significant noise in the vertical
signal. In summary, most experimental studies have not shown any significant effect of vertical
motion on horizontal responses.
Only one study has attempted to conduct a comprehensive statistical evaluation to
quantify broadly the effects of vertical shaking on the isolation system base shear. Using a model
of a simple rigid block on an FPB, Cilsalar and Constantinou [2017] evaluated the ratio of
isolator displacement and base shear with vertical ground motion to that with vertical ground
motion neglected. The study employed the FEMA P-695 [FEMA 2009a] far-field and near-fault
ground-motion sets; a statistically significant number of analyses were conducted and
distributions were generated. System variables included the pendulum period, friction
coefficient, and amount of viscous damping in the system. The 85th percentile base-shear ratio
(recommended for design) was found to vary from 1.06 to 1.22 for far-field motions, and from
1.15 to 1.48 for near-fault motions; ratios were highest in systems without added viscous
damping. While the study suggested the results could be implemented by codes such as ASCE 716 [ASCE 2017] to approximate the base-shear amplification due to vertical shaking in
simplified methods, the study did not directly consider the dependence of the base-shear ratio to
the intensity of vertical shaking.
1.3

OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE

As outlined above, although quite a few previous experimental studies reported no significant
influence of vertical motion on the horizontal response isolated structures, the experimental test
on a full-scale five-story steel moment frame building isolated with TPBs at E-defense
demonstrated that vertical shaking can increase the base shear and horizontal acceleration. This
observation is supported by a number of analytical studies that predict that horizontal responses
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can be increased by 3D excitation. These effects are anticipated to have direct significance to
bridges, wherein the amplified horizontal force of the TPBs will lead to increased base-shear
demand on bridge piers. Furthermore, potential coupling between vertical and horizontal
vibration modes might occur, which can increase horizontal acceleration and associated spectra
due to the activation of a higher structural mode. Design methods or simplified methods that can
account for amplification of seismic responses due to vertical shaking are needed. Bridges are
conceptually simpler dynamically; therefore, they should be the natural starting point for a
comprehensive treatment of the subject.
The primary objectives of this study are as follows: (1) to develop a physical
understanding of the phenomena by which responses in bridges isolated with spherical sliding
bearings are amplified due to vertical shaking; and (2) to develop a simplified method to estimate
the amplification of the base-shear coefficient for this class of bridges.
This report is organized as follows: Chapter 1 documents the motivation and background
of this study with a review of relevant literature. For this study, a ground-motion suite was
selected that has a wide range of horizontal and vertical intensity ground-motion components.
The detailed procedure for selection and scaling of the ground motions is presented in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 identifies the prominent bridge type used in California suitable for seismic isolation;
describes the geometry, properties and modeling assumptions of a Base Model bridge, and
identifies parameter variations to be applied to the bridge and the isolation system. Chapter 4
discusses fundamental dynamic properties of the Base Model bridge, and presents histories of
various responses under representative ground motions, amplification of responses based on
vertical PGA, and spectral responses to identify coupling between horizontal and vertical modes.
Chapter 5 describes the proposed simplified method for estimating base-shear amplification and
error analysis to validate the method. Chapter 6 validates the method considering various
isolation-system parameters and bridge-parameter variations. Key conclusions from this study
are presented in Chapter 7.
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2

Ground-Motion Selection and Scaling

Ground motions play a crucial role in modeling and predicting the response of structural
systems. For most investigations, ground motions are selected and scaled for a target intensity or
target spectrum in the horizontal direction only, without regard to the vertical component. There
are very limited studies evaluating the effect of vertical ground motions on bridges. In addition,
most literature on ground-motion selection focuses on horizontal components of motion only.
2.1

DESCRIPTION OF A GROUND-MOTION SUITE

To avoid challenges in selecting and scaling ground-motion triplets, the strategy used herein was
to select a well-vetted, pre-defined suite of horizontal strong ground-motion records that were fit
to a target spectrum. For this study, the vertical components of those records were amplitudescaled independently to best fit a target vertical spectrum that corresponded to the target
horizontal spectrum. The selected suite consisted of 11 recorded ground motions corresponding
to shallow crustal earthquakes in active tectonic regions that incorporate near-fault effects
[Carlton 2014].
The motions were amplitude scaled to match a 5%-damped target acceleration response
spectrum based on the 2008 NGA ground-motion prediction equations (GMPEs) given by
Abrahamson and Silva [2008], Boore and Atkinson [2008], Campbell and Bozorgnia [2008],
Chiou and Youngs [2008], and Idriss [2008]. Parameters used for estimating this spectrum were
Mw = 6.7 (a moment magnitude of 6.7), FRV = 1 and FNM = 0 (a reverse-type-fault failing
mechanism), ZTOR = 0 (surface rupture), and δ = 45 (45° fault plane). Figure 2.1 shows the target
median () and median plus/minus ± one standard deviation ( ± ) spectral acceleration.
The procedure used to scale the ground motions to best fit the target spectrum was as
follows [Carlton 2014]: first, motions were rotated to the direction that maximized the spectral
acceleration at a period T = 1 sec. The code SigmaSpectra [IICGE 2019] was used to select the
best suite of ground motions from a larger pool of rotated motions. Individual motions were
amplitude scaled to minimize the sum-square-of-the-error relative to the target spectrum. The
root-mean-square-error (RMSE) for a suite of scaled motions is defined as:
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1
RMSE 
np

np

 ln  S
i 1

scaled
a , avg ,i

  ln  S

a ,tar ,i



2

(2.1)

where np is the number of points (periods) in the response spectra to be targeted; and Sa,tar ,i and

S ascaled
, avg ,i are the target spectral acceleration and the mean spectral acceleration of the suite of
scaled ground motions for the ith period, respectively. The spectral values are assumed to be lognormally distributed. Motions were selected such that RMSE for the suite was minimized.
After the suite of motions was selected, scale factors for individual motions were further
increased or decreased while keeping the average scaling factors constant so that the suite as a
whole also matched the target standard deviation. The best scaling factor for each record were
determined by the Centroid Method as illustrated by Kottke and Rathje [2008]. Table 2.1 below
lists the ground motions selected by Carlton [2014] and their relevant statistics. The motions can
also be found in the database created for the PEER transportation research program; see Baker et
al. [2011].
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Figure 2.1

Target response spectrum with and without standard deviation.
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Table 2.1

Selected ground motions with their abbreviation.

Motion

NGA #

Event

Year

Station

MW

Rrup
(km)

Vs30
(m/sec)

SFPU

77

San Fernando

1971

Pacoima Dam (upper
left abut)

6.61

1.81

2016

IIB

285

Irpinia, Italy-01

1980

Bagnoli Irpinio

6.9

8.18

1000

IIS

292

Irpinia, Italy-01

1980

Sturno

6.9

10.8

1000

LPG

763

Loma Prieta

1989

Gilroy - Gavilan Coll.

6.9

9.96

729.7

CAM

825

Cape Mendocino

1992

Cape Mendocino

7.0

6.96

513.7

LAL

879

Landers

1992

Lucerne

7.2

2.19

1369

NPD

1050

Northridge-01

1994

Pacoima Dam
(downstr)

6.6

7.01

2016.1

NPA

1051

Northridge-01

1994

Pacoima Dam (upper
left)

6.6

7.01

2016.1

KCL

1148

Kocaeli, Turkey

1999

Arcelik

7.5

13.4

523

CT46

1486

Chi-Chi, Taiwan

1999

TCU046

7.6

16.7

465.6

CT78

3473

Chi-Chi,Taiwan-06

1999

TCU078

6.3

11.5

443

2.2

SCALING OF VERTICAL COMPONENTS

Since vertical motions were not considered in development of the ground-motion suite [Carlton
2014], a similar procedure was adopted herein to scale the vertical motions. First, the target
vertical spectral acceleration, Sa,V was developed from the target horizontal spectrum based on
NEHRP recommended seismic provisions [FEMA 2009(b)]. Figure 2.2 shows a vertical
response spectrum according to these guidelines. The vertical spectral shape resembles a
standard code horizontal spectrum [ASCE 2017] but with fixed transition periods at 0.05 sec and
0.15 sec that determine the start and end of the constant acceleration region. For periods T > 0.15
sec, Sa,V is calculated as
S a ,V  0.8CV S DS  0.15 / TV 

0.75

(2.2)

where CV is the vertical coefficient that depends on site class and ranges from 0.7 to 1.5; SDS is
the design spectral response acceleration parameter at short periods and represents the largest
horizontal spectral acceleration. When CV takes the value of 1.5, the peak vertical spectral
acceleration Sa,V = 1.2SDS, i.e., the vertical to horizontal (V/H) ratio = 1.2.
The NEHRP vertical spectrum is based on a standard design spectrum that has constant
spectral acceleration over a range of short periods. Because the target horizontal spectrum of
Carlton [2014] reflects the GMPE and does not have a constant spectral acceleration region, the
shape of the target vertical spectrum developed here was modified from the NEHRP spectrum.
Two regions for the target vertical spectrum were defined. In the first region, Sa,V varies linearly
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from 0.3CVSDS at T = 0 sec to 0.8CVSDS at T = 0.15 sec, which resembles the shape of the
horizontal spectrum. For T > 0.15 sec, Sa,V is determined by Equation (2.2), which is consistent
with the NEHRP target spectrum. Assumed coefficients were Cv = 1.5 and SDS = 1.38, which is
the largest spectral acceleration of the target horizontal spectrum at T = 0.2 sec. Figure 2.3
illustrates the target vertical spectrum.
To scale the vertical components to best fit this target spectrum, the following procedure
was followed. First, a scale factor was identified for each horizontal rotated motion such that it
best fit the median horizontal target spectrum. This scale factor is hereafter referred to as
“horizontal best fit factor.” A horizontal adjustment ratio A was calculated by dividing the scale
factor reported in Carlton [2014] by the horizontal best fit factor. The adjustment ratio represents
the additional scaling of individual motions to represent the dispersion in the target spectrum.
Likewise, the vertical components of these motions were also amplitude scaled to best fit the
vertical target spectrum; this scale factor is referred to as “vertical best fit factor.” Final verticalcomponent scale factors were derived by multiplying the vertical best fit factors by A.
Essentially, the scale factors for vertical motions were adjusted comparable to the horizontal
motions to match the  ±  target spectrum. This procedure ensures that motions with highintensity horizontal components have high-intensity vertical components as well.

0.8Cv S DS

0.8Cv S DS (0.15/Tv)0.75

0.3CvS DS

0
0.025

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

T (sec)
v

0.05
0.15

Figure 2.2

Design vertical response spectrum per FEMA guidelines [FEMA 2009(b)].
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2
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1.2
1
0.8
0.6

0.8CvS DS (0.15/Tv)0.75
0.3CvS DS

0.4
0.2

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

Period (sec)

Figure 2.3

Table 2.2

Group
#

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Vertical target spectrum.

Ground-motion groups, scaled PGAs, scaling factors, and adjustment factors.
Scaled PGA

Motion
PGAV (g)

PGAT (g)

Scale Factor
PGAL (g)

Adjustment
factor A'

Horiz.

Vert.

Horiz.

Vert.

SFPU

0.817

0.843

0.856

0.69

1.189

1.55

1.19

CAM

1.10

1.116

0.776

0.75

1.490

0.42

1.49

NPA

1.683

1.678

1.36

1.06

1.369

0.41

1.37

LPG

0.62

0.47

0.43

1.31

3.228

1.2

3.23

LAL

0.614

0.73

0.793

1.01

0.745

0.67

0.75

NPD

0.597

0.544

0.568

1.31

3.133

1.02

3.13

CT78

0.694

0.336

0.49

1.26

2.226

1.27

2.26

IIS

0.543

0.27

0.382

1.19

2.313

1.27

2.31

IIB

0.38

0.266

0.39

2.05

3.561

2.78

3.56

KCL

0.272

0.424

0.271

2.02

3.282

3.19

3.28

CT46

0.262

0.28

0.234

1.97

2.673

3.98

2.67
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To
T better un
nderstand th
he influence of intensitty on the bbridge respoonse, the grround
motions have been divided
d
into three groupss based on sscaled verticcal PGA inteensity rangess; see
2. The verticcal PGA (PG
GAV) intensiity ranges arre as followss: Group 1 = 0.8g and aabove
Table 2.2
(High Inttensity), Gro
oup 2 = 0.5g
g to 0.7g (Moderate Inteensity), and G
Group 3 = 00.2g to 0.4g (Low
Intensity). Table 2.2 indicates th
he scaled PG
GA in the verrtical directiion and in thhe two horizzontal
ns (PGAT an
nd PGAL to be applied in
i the bridge transversee and longituudinal directtions,
direction
respectiv
vely), as well as the finaal scale facto
ors and adjusstment factoors for horizoontal and veertical
componeents. Figuress 2.4 and 2.5
5 show accelleration specctra for indivvidual scaledd motions pllotted
against th
he target speectrum for ho
orizontal and
d vertical coomponents, rrespectively.. In each ploot, the
Group 1, Group 2, and Group 3 spectra are
a identified by color. By inspecttion, the speectral
intensitiees of the verttical motion
ns (per group
p) are roughlly proportionnal to those of the horizzontal
motions. Furthermore, Group 1, Group 2, and
d Group 3 m
motions correelate well to  + , , annd   horizonntal target sppectra, respeectively; see Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4

Spectral ac
cceleration of
o scaled rota
ated horizon
ntal ground m
motions
compared to median () and media
an ± standard
d deviation ( ± )
target horizontal respo
onse spectra
a.
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Figure 2.5

Spectral acceleration of scaled vertical ground motion components
compared to target vertical spectrum.
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3
3.1

Bridge Parameter Selection and Modeling
INTRODUCTION

Bridges are classified into various categories according to design and construction
methodologies, materials used, and other characteristics such as single vs. multiple spans,
integral vs. bearing connection of superstructure to substructure, etc. Ramanathan [2012] studied
the California bridge inventory utilizing the National Bridge Inventory (NBI) database [2010].
According to that study, three classes of bridges (multi-span continuous concrete box-girder,
multi-span continuous slab, and multi-span continuous concrete girder) account for 45% of the
total bridge inventory. Other bridge classes in California include concrete and steel culverts,
concrete tunnels, concrete and steel bridges with other structural systems, cast/wrought iron,
masonry, wood/timber, and aluminum bridges. Table 3.1 shows the major bridge classes with
their count and the percentage of total inventory.
The objective of this study is to investigate the effect of vertical motion on isolated
bridges. With that goal in mind, a variety of bridges archetypes, commonly found in the
seismically active regions of California, were considered. Clearly, isolation is not suitable for
bridge classes listed in Table 3.1. Multi-span continuous concrete box-girder bridges (MSCBG)
and multi-span continuous steel or concrete girder bridges are the most suitable choice for
seismic isolation because of the convenience of placing the isolators directly between the
substructure bent cap and the superstructure girders. With simply supported bridges, different
displacements can arise in each span, resulting in pounding. Pounding in isolated bridges is
undesirable because it can induce additional shear forces in isolators. Because single-span
bridges tend to be limited in length, they are not very flexible in the vertical direction and
vertical shaking might not affect their response.
In California, MSCBG is the preferred bridge archetype for use with seismic isolation
[Kartoum 2018]. In MSCBG bridges, isolation bearings are placed between the deck and the bent
cap. A column cap provides support for the bearing installation. Bearings are also provided at the
abutment. Figure 3.1 shows the typical assembly of bearings between the bent cap and the
superstructure in MSCBG bridges. Only MSCBG bridges are investigated herein because of their
wide presence and suitability for seismic isolation. Also, the bridge response is not expected to
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be affectted directly by
b the bridg
ge type, but rather by vaariation in dyynamic propperties that aarises
from paraameter variaation.

Table 3.1

Promiinent bridge classes in C
California [Ra
amanathan 2
2012].
Numbe
er of bridges
Bridge
e class
Count

Percenta
age

Multis
span continuous concrete box
x-girder

5314

20.89

Single span concrete
c
girderr

4582

18.02

Multispan co
ontinuous slab

4004

15.74

Mulltispan continuo
ous concrete girder
g

2164

8.51

Multiispan simply su
upported steel girder

1085

4.27

Single span
n steel girder

936

3.68

Multisp
pan simply sup
pported concrette girder

900

3.54

Multispan
n simply suppo
orted concrete box-girder

398

1.56

Multispan
M
simplly supported sla
ab

391

1.54

Multispan
M
contin
nuous steel gird
der

322

1.27

Mulltispan continuo
ous concrete frrame

8

0.03

Multisp
pan simply sup
pported concrette frame

4

0.02

Otther

5326

20.94

To
otal

25434

100

Figure
e 3.1

Co
onfiguration of
o isolated c oncrete box-girder bridg
ge.
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3.2

BRIDGE PARAMETER SELECTION

This section describes the parameter variations considered explored the influence of vertical
motion on bridge response. Parameter variations include span length, number of spans, width of
deck, number of columns per bent, and column height (substructure stiffness). Considering these
parameter variations, eight different bridges were modeled and analyzed by changing one bridge
parameter at a time and keeping the other parameters constant. All bridges were assumed to be
isolated with TPBs. The bridges and their properties are tabulated in Table 3.2. The span length
of the approach spans are 0.8 times the length of intermediate spans.


Bridge 1 is a three-span bridge (120-ft-long spans) with two-column bents. Bridge 1 was
considered a baseline to evaluate the effect of other parameter variations and is referred
to as the Base Model bridge. Figure 3.2 details the Base Model bridge with dimensions.



Bridge 2 is a four-span bridge and Bridge 3 is a two-span bridge.



Bridges 4 and 5 are both three-span bridges but have increased span lengths of 135 ft and
160 ft, respectively, and increased depth of the deck to 5.4 ft and 6.4 ft, respectively.



Bridge 6 has increased deck width (from 45 ft to 90 ft), 10 cells, and four columns per
bent.



Bridge 7 has a reduced deck width of 35 ft, two cells, and is reduced to a single 6-ftdiameter column bent.



Relative to the standard column height (20 ft), Bridge 8 has a reduced column height of
15 ft.

Isolation system parameter variations were also applied to the Base Model bridge to
investigate the influence of friction coefficient and isolation period on bridge response to
combined horizontal and vertical ground motions. Table 3.3 lists the isolator parameter
variations considered for Base Model bridge. The symbols µ2 and T2 correspond to friction
coefficient and pendulum period, respectively, associated with sliding on the outer sliding
surfaces. The TPB model is described more fully in Section 3.3. Other bridges in Table 3.2 were
analyzed with the parameters of Iso System No. 6 in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.2

Parameter variations for multi-span continuous concrete box-girder bridges.

Sr No.

Deck
Width
(ft)

No. of
Cells

Depth
(ft)

Deck
Thickness
(in)

Soffit
Thickness
(in.)

Wall
Thickness
(in.)

Wall C-C
Spacing
(ft)

Span
Length
(ft)

No. of
Spans

Column
Height
(ft)

No.
Column

Column
Dia. (ft)

1

45

3

4.8

8.875

7

12

11.75

120

3

20

2

5

2

45

3

4.8

8.875

7

12

11.75

120

4

20

2

5

3

45

3

4.8

8.875

7

12

11.75

120

2

20

2

5

4

45

3

5.4

8.875

7

12

11.75

135

3

20

2

5

5

45

3

6.4

8.875

7

12

11.75

160

3

20

2

5

6

90

10

4.8

8.875

7

12

8.4

120

3

20

4

5

7

35

2

4.8

8.875

7

12

15

120

3

20

1

6

8

45

3

4.8

8.875

7

12

11.75

120

3

15

2

5
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Figure
F
3.2

Table
e 3.3

3.3

Base Model bridge dim
mensions an
nd details.

Iso
olation param
meter variatio
on for Base Model bridge.

Iso Syste
em No.

µ2

ec)
T2 (se

1

0.04

2

2

0.06

2

3

0.08

2

4

0.04

3.5

5

0.06

3.5

6

0.08

3.5

7

0.04

5

8

0.06

5

9

0.08

5

BRIDGE
B
MO
ODELING DETAILS
D

Three-dim
mensional computation
c
nal models of
o the isolaated bridge model variiations presented
above were
w
develop
ped in Open
nSees [2019]], partly bassed on Avirram et al. [2008]. Moddeling
assumptions for each
h bridge elem
ment are disscussed beloow. Unless ootherwise nooted, assumpptions
are for th
he Base Mod
del bridge, with
w implemeentation of p arameter varriations disccussed as neeeded.
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Figure 3.3 sh
hows an overrview of the Base Modeel bridge moddel. The briddge was modeled
using thee spine-mod
del approach
h in OpenS
Sees. The suuperstructuree was dividded into muultiple
elements per span, with the triibutary masss lumped att the nodes.. Superstruccture nodes were
connected to isolatorrs with rigid
d links. Cap–
–beam elem
ments were aalso connected to the baase of
the isolaators and thee top node of the colu
umn via rigiid links. Caap beams annd columns were
modeled as elastic-frrame elemen
nts. The colu
umn base waas attached tto translationnal and rotattional
springs representing
r
the foundattion stiffness. Abutmentts were moddeled such tthat isolators can
displace freely with
hout restricctions; end nodes of aabutments w
were attachhed to abuttment
on springs. Modeling
M
dettails for each
h bridge mem
mber are disscussed next.
foundatio
3.1.1

Superstru
ucture

The bridg
ge superstru
ucture (deck and girders)) is capacity protected annd assumed to remain ellastic.
The basicc principle of
o isolation iss to reduce the
t demands on the bridgge structure and constraiin the
nonlinearrity to the issolators. Thee bridge superstructure w
was modeledd using elasttic beam–coolumn
elements with uncraccked section properties for
f prestresseed concrete; the contribuution of steeel was
neglected
d. Section properties
p
were
w
calculatted separateely for each bridge andd assigned to 3D
beam–co
olumn elemeents. The asssumed sectio
on propertiees are tabulaated in Tablee 3.4. IXX annd IYY
are the moments
m
off inertia with
h respect to
o x- and y-aaxes respecttively, and J is the torssional
constant,, of the deck with girderss cross sectio
on.

Figure 3.3

Overvie
ew of Base M
Model bridge model.
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Table 3.4

Section properties of bridge superstructure elements.

Bridge no.

Adeck (in.2)

IXX (in.4)

IYY (in.4)

J (in.4)

1 (Base model)

9,862.56

4.951 х 106

2.111 х108

1.129 х 107

2

9,862.56

4.951 х 106

2.111 х108

1.129 х 107

3

9,862.56

4.951 х 106

2.111 х108

1.129 х 107

4

10,189.44

6.601 х 106

2.215 х108

1.458 х 107

5

10,722.24

4.857 х 106

2.316 х108

1.998 х 107

6

21,712

1.093 х 107

2.041 х109

2.442 х 107

7

7,765.92

3.998 х 106

1.126 х 108

1.05 х 107

8

9,862.56

4.951х106

2.111 х108

х 107

The superstructure node was assigned at the center-of-gravity of the section. The
superstructure was divided into 10 elements per span, and translational masses were lumped at
nodes based on the tributary length Ltrib and cross-sectional area Adeck. The translational nodal
mass was computed as:
M node  mLtrib Adeck

(3.1)

The unit mass of concrete assigned to the material was m = 4.471 lb-sec2/ft4, based on the
assumed weight of normal concrete w = 143.96 lb/ft3 [Caltrans 2004]. For example, the nodal
mass for Base Model bridge would be computed using a tributary length Ltrib = 12 ft (one tenth of
the intermediate span length of 120 ft) and the cross-sectional area Adeck from Table 3.4.
Rotational mass assignment is also important to capture fundamental mode shapes of the
bridge in the transverse direction. The rotational mass of the superstructure about the
longitudinal axis, Mxx, (Figure 3.4) was calculated and assigned using the following formula.
M xx 

mLtrib Adeck d w2
12

(3.2)

where dw = superstructure width (average of top and bottom flange).
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Figure 3.4

3.1.2

Rotational mass
s of superstrructure [Avirram et al. 200
08].

Single-Co
olumn and Multi-Colu
umn Bents

Most of the
t bridge models
m
listed in Table 3.2
2 contain muulti-column bbents; only oone bridge m
model
used a sin
ngle-column
n bent. The width
w
of the deck dictatees the numbeer of columnns in the bentt. For
isolated bridges,
b
the column basee must be fix
xed becausee the columnn top acts as a pinned suupport
in the brridge longitu
udinal directtion. The caap beam is a concrete ellement that ties the coluumns
together and throug
gh framing action resiists acting lateral loadds and dispplacement inn the
transversse direction. The cap beeam also faccilitates isolaator installattion and connnection bettween
the superrstructure an
nd column beents in an iso
olated bridgee.
Figure 3.5 illlustrates the modeling details
d
of thee single and multi-colum
mn bent. The cap
beam waas modeled as an elastiic beam–collumn elemennt in OpenS
Sees, with ssection properties
representting the plan
n dimensionss. The dropp
ped cap beam
m was connnected by a rrigid link too both
columns below and isolators ab
bove; see Fig
gure 3.5. Inn this rigid link elementt, the constrained
nodes mo
ove togetherr in space ass a rigid bod
dy. The rigidd link conneection facilittates momennt and
force traansfer betweeen the elem
ments of thee bent. Isollation reducces the dem
mand on the substructure such that it
i remains elastic
e
during dynamic loading. Heence, the coolumns weree also
ments.
modeled using 3D elastic beam–column elem
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Fig
gure 3.5

3.1.3

Single- and multi-colum
mn bent mode
el detailing.

Abutmentt

The abuttments faciliitate access of traffic to and from thhe bridge. T
Typically, bridges have eeither
seat-typee abutmentss or integrral-type ab
butments. Inn a seat-tyype abutment, the bbridge
superstru
ucture load is
i transferred
d through bearings to thhe abutmentt seat, and tthe connectiion is
designed
d as an expansion jointt. Isolated bridges
b
use seat-type aabutments w
where the tyypical
bearings are replaced
d by isolatio
on bearings. In a non-isoolated bridgge, a seat-typpe abutmentt may
have an unrestricted
d capacity fo
or displacem
ment across tthe joint or it may be rrestrained bby the
abutmentt backwall in the long
gitudinal dirrection and by shear kkeys in trannsverse direcction.
Seismicaally isolated bridges are generally
g
deesigned to alllow free moovement of tthe superstruucture
and isolaators at the abutments
a
because
b
poun
nding may iintroduce addditional higgh shear forcces in
the isolattors and hen
nce the colu
umns. Thereefore, the isoolators weree modeled too move freeely at
both abu
utment ends without resstriction. In the Base M
Model bridgee, abutment base nodes were
modeled with foundaation springss, as describeed next.
3.1.4

Foundatio
on

Foundatiions transmitt the servicee and ultimaate loads from
m the superrstructure annd columns tto the
underlyin
ng soil. Possible types of bridge fo
oundations aare spread ffooting, integgral pile/collumn,
and pile-supported fo
ootings. The type of brid
dge foundatioon is governned by loadinngs requirem
ments,
soil cond
ditions, overrhead clearaance, existin
ng utilities, and its prooximity to eexisting facillities.
Mangalatthu [2017] performed
p
a performan
nce-based grrouping metthodology too group the boxgirder brridges in Caalifornia for regional seiismic assesssment. His sstudy modelled and analyzed
different foundation systems an
nd soil profiles, and doccumented thhe developm
ment of statiistical
distributiion function
ns to repressent the vaariation of foundation translationaal and rotattional
stiffnessees for spread
d footings an
nd pile found
dations.
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In
n this study
y, the Base Model brid
dge was moodeled withh spread foootings below
w the
columns and abutm
ments. Thesee spread fo
ootings weree modeled as elastic ttranslationall and
rotationaal springs loccated at the center-of-grravity of thee footing; seee Figure 3.66. The founddation
springs were
w
conneccted by a rig
gid link to the column base. The aassumed traanslational sspring
stiffness,, Kh, was 100
00 kip/in. in
n both directiions, and rottational sprinng stiffness, Kr, was 30  106
kip-in./raad for rotatio
on about thee transverse direction annd 25  106 kip-in./rad ffor rotation aabout
the longiitudinal direection per column.
c
Theese were ba sed on meaan values off the distribbution
functionss for spread
d footings under
u
a mulltiple colum
mn bent [Maangalathu 20017]. Founddation
springs, added
a
to thee Base Modeel bridge only
y, were obseerved to havve no effect oon the axial force
and basee shear. Therrefore, otherr bridges lissted in Tablee 3.2 were m
modeled as fixed at the base
without foundation
f
sp
prings.

Fig
gure 3.6

3.1.5

Foundation spring mode
eling detail [[Choi 2002].

Triple Pen
ndulum Be
earings

As mentiioned in Ch
hapter 1, trip
ple pendulum
m bearings oor TPBs are a type of fr
friction penddulum
bearing characterized
c
d by multiplle concave surfaces
s
upoon which slidding occurs.. Due to muultiple
sliding su
urfaces, TPB
Bs are moree compact th
han other tyypes of fricttion penduluum bearings. The
bridges in this study were isolateed with TPB
Bs, although the observaations regardding the influuence
of verticaal shaking arre expected to
t apply gen
nerally to anyy type of sphherical slidinng bearing.
Figure 3.7 prresents a gen
neral configu
uration of a TPB, whichh consists oof an inner sslider,
two articulated sliderrs, and two main
m concav
ve surfaces. T
The radii of tthese curvedd surfaces, R1, R2,
and R3, and the fricction coefficients of th
he sliding innterfaces, µ1, µ2, and µ3, determine the
hystereticc response of
o the TPBs. Parameterss d1, d2, andd d3 represennt displacem
ment limits oof the
pendulum
m mechanism
ms, and h1, h2, and h3 are slider heights; see F
Figure 3.7. A TPB proovides
different pendulum mechanismss under diffferent levelss of shakingg intensity. The normaalized
backbonee curve of the TPB is
i presented
d in Figure 3.8, and tthe differennt related slliding
mechanissms are show
wn in Figuree 3.9 and exp
plained hereaafter.
The
T effectivee radii of the spherical su
urfaces are: L 1 = R1 – h1; L2 = R2 – h2; and L3 = R3 –
h3. In thee first stage,, shown in Figure
F
3.9, sliding
s
occuurs between Interfaces 2 and 3 wheen the
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normalized horizontal force, f1* , exceeds the friction coefficient µ1. Here, f1* is the horizontal
force that is normalized by the instantaneous acting axial force, not the constant weight of the
superstructure. Since the axial force changes because of vertical motion, the horizontal force also
changes accordingly. The inner slider has a small spherical radius, R1, resulting in a relatively
large normalized stiffness (stiffness normalized by axial force), k1 = 1/(2L1) (Figure 3.8), and the
maximum displacement is u2* = 2L1 (µ2  µ1). The friction coefficient µ1 between these two
surfaces is low, such that sliding takes place under small earthquake intensity.
In the second stage of sliding, the normalized horizontal force, f 2* , exceeds the friction
coefficient, µ2, and the inner slider slides on the upper articulated slider (Interface 3), while,
simultaneously, the lower articulated slider slides on the bottom concave plate (Interface 1)
(Figure 3.9). The normalized stiffness of this stage is k2 = 1/(L1 + L2), and the maximum
displacement is u3* = L1 (µ2 + µ3  2µ1) + L2 (µ3  µ2).
In the third stage of sliding (Figure 3.9), the lower articulated slider slides on the bottom
concave plate (Interface 1), and the upper articulated slider slides on the top concave plate
(Interface 4). The third stage of sliding starts when the normalized horizontal force f3* acting on
the isolators exceeds the friction coefficient µ3. The normalized stiffness of backbone curve of
the third stage is k3 = 1/ (L2 + L3), and the maximum displacement is u4* = u3* + (d2/L2 + µ2  µ3)
(L2 + L3).
When the normalized horizontal force acting on the isolator exceeds f 4* = µ2 + d2/L2, the
fourth stage of sliding is initiated (Figure 3.9). The inner slider slides on the lower articulated
slider (Interface 2), and the upper articulated slider slides on the top concave plate (Interface 4).
In this fourth stage of sliding, the normalized stiffness of the backbone curve is k4 = 1/(L1 + L3),
and the maximum displacement is u5* = u4* + (d3/L3 + µ3 – d2/L2  µ2) (L1 + L3).
The fifth stage of sliding is activated when the normalized horizontal force on the
isolators exceeds f5* = µ3 + d3/L3. Sliding occurs between Interfaces 2 and 3: that is, the inner
slider slides between the two articulated sliders. The normalized stiffness in this stage is k5 =
1/(2L1), and the maximum displacement is u6* = 2d1 + d2 + d3 + (L1/L3) d3 – (L1/L2) d2. This is the
last stage of sliding before the bearing reaches its displacement limit; it comes in contact with the
restraining rings of the articulated sliders and cannot go beyond without incurring damage. At
the maximum displacement, u6* , the corresponding normalized horizontal force is f6* = µ1 + d1/L1
+ d3/L3.
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Figure 3.7

Figure
F
3.8

3D and sec
ctional view of triple pen
ndulum beariing with basiic
parameters
s [Dao and Ryan
R
2015].

Normalize
ed backbone
e curve of a ttypical TPB [[Dao and Rya
an 2015].
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Figure 3.9

Sliding stag
ges of a TPB
B [Dao and R
Ryan 2015].

The
T normalizzed backbonee curve used
d in this studdy for the Baase Model brridge is show
wn in
Figure 3..10. The parameters werre selected in
n such a wayy that slidingg stages 2 thhrough 4 colllapse
into a sin
ngle stage. Specifically,, the design
n parameterss of the upper and loweer concave pplates
were seleected such th
hat: effectivee lengths L2 = L3, frictioon coefficiennts µ2 = µ3, aand displaceement
limits d2 = d3. Based
d on these assumptions,
a
, the normallized stiffnesses for the first and seecond
stages off sliding aree: k1 = 1/(2
2L1), and k2 = 1/(2L2). The periodds associatedd with indivvidual
sliding sttages on the normalized force-displaacement curvve are defineed by:
Ti  2

2 Li
1
 2
ki g
g

(3.3)

where ki is the norrmalized stifffness = 1/((2Li), and g is the graavitational cconstant. Foor the
normalizzed backbonee curve show
wn in Figuree 3.10, L1 = 4.9 in. corresponding too T1 = 1 secc, and
L2 = 60 in. correspon
nding to T2 = 3.5 sec. Th
he friction cooefficients w
were selectedd as µ1 = 0.022 and
µ2 = 0.08. Displacem
ment capacities are d1 = 0.8 in. annd d2 = 14.77 in., which were selectted to
provide sufficient displacement
d
capacity so
o that largee displacemeent stiffeninng would noot be
engaged. A vertical stiffness
s
wass assigned co
orrespondingg to a vertical period of 0.03 sec, ass TPB
bearings are very stifff in the vertical direction
n.
The
T TPBs weere modeled
d using the TripleFrictio
T
onPendulum element [Daao et al. 20113] in
OpenSeees. This elem
ment is capaable of captu
uring verticaal–horizontaal coupling and bidirecttional
coupling in the two
o horizontall directions. Past analyytical studiees using thhis element have
replicated
d the respon
nse observed in the full-sscale experim
ment at E-deefense shake table in Japaan.
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0.43
slope = 1 / (T=1.0 sec)
9.8
0.325

1

slope = / 60 (T=3.5 sec)

0.08

slope = 1 / 9.8 (T=1.0 sec)

0.02
0.6

Figure 3.10

Disp (in)

Design backbone curve for base model bridge.
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4

Analysis of the Base Model Bridge
Configuration

This chapter presents results of RHA and bearing force vs. displacement (hysteresis loops), and
spectral responses of the Base Model bridge for each ground-motion group. Amplification of
base shear in 3D motion (vertical and horizontal components) vs. ground-motion intensity are
evaluated. Section 4.1 reports the various mode shapes and periods of the Base Model bridge to
evaluate the behavior of the bridge under dynamic earthquake forces. Section 4.2 details various
response histories, such as acceleration, shear force, displacement, and axial force, as well as
bearing force-displacement for a representative motion selected from each of the three groundmotion groups. Section 4.3 reports peak shear force and acceleration responses for all selected
ground motions. Section 4.4 examines in detail the spectral response of the Base Model bridge.
This section demonstrates the existence of coupled horizontal and vertical modes, which are
apparent in the deck spectra under combined horizontal and vertical shaking compared to
horizontal shaking only.
4.1

EIGENVALUE ANALYSIS

Knowledge of the dynamic properties of the bridge is critical to evaluating its dynamic response,
especially when the bridge is subjected to vertical shaking and potential horizontal–vertical
coupling. An eigenvalue analysis of the Base Model bridge was performed in OpenSees to
identify the frequencies and mode shapes of the participating modes. Also, a corresponding stick
model of the bridge was built in SAP2000 [CSI 2017] and modal analysis performed for
validation. Mode shapes and periods determined from each software were similar. The results
shown here are from the OpenSees model. For modal analysis, the TPB models were replaced by
linear springs with an effective stiffness representative of large displacement response. For this
analysis, the effective period Teff was assumed to be 3 sec. Isolators at bent and abutment
locations carry different axial forces based on tributary area, and the effective stiffnesses, keff, of
individual isolators were calculated according to the following equation:
2

keff

 2 

 miso
T
 eff 

(4.1)
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where miso is the mass carried by the isolator.
The first ten modes shapes and corresponding periods are shown in Figure 4.1. The
periods and corresponding modal mass participation factors in each direction are tabulated in
Table 4.1. This information allows interpretation of the modal responses. The first three modes
are isolation modes, which means the bridge deck moves as a single rigid mass sliding on the
isolators. These three modes represent movement in the longitudinal, transverse, and torsional
directions, respectively. Mode 4 is a first vertical mode, and Mode 5 is a second vertical mode.
Mode 6 is a second transverse mode that activates significant bending of the deck about the
vertical axis. Mode 7 is a vertical superstructure deformation mode (3C-shape). Vertical Modes 4
and 5 exhibit deck displacements in different directions and low mass participation; see Table
4.1. In contrast, the deformations in vertical Mode 7 are in-phase, and the mode has high mass
participation around 80%; thus it is likely to be expressed in the dynamic response more than the
other vertical modes. Modes 8 and 10 are rotational modes that rotate the deck in the clockwise
direction, while Mode 9 is a deck torsional mode that rotates the deck in two different directions
such that the deck twists.
Table 4.1

Periods and modal participation factors of base model bridge.
Modal mass participation (%)

Mode

4.2

Period (sec)
Longitudinal

Transverse

Vertical

1

3.03

100

0

0

2

3.01

0

100

0

3

2.69

0

0

0

4

0.35

0

0

0.02

5

0.25

0

0

0

6

0.21

0

0

0

7

0.20

0

0

79.42

8

0.14

0

0

0

9

0.12

0

0

0

10

0.11

0

0

0

REPRESENTATIVE RESPONSE HISTORIES AND BEARING HYSTERESIS
LOOPS

Next, response history results are presented for the Base Model bridge incorporating the
nonlinear TPB isolator element. The equations of motion were solved in OpenSees using
Newmark’s average acceleration integrator and the Newton–Raphson line search algorithm.
Results are shown for a representative motion from each ground-motion group. The effect of
vertical motion is defined by the amplification ratio, AR, defined as
36

AR 

 o ,33 D
 o ,22 D

(4.2)

where  o,3D is the peak response (over time) during a 3D
D motion, annd o,2 D is tthe peak respponse
during th
he comparab
ble 2D motio
on, with the vertical inpuut omitted. S
Simply put, A
AR is the rattio of
peak resp
ponses durin
ng 3D motion
n and 2D mo
otion.

Figure 4.1
4

First ten periods and mode sh
hapes of Bas
se Model bridge.
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4.2.1

Group 1 Motions

The vertical components of Group 1 motions had the greatest effect on bridge response since
they have high vertical intensity. The SFPU motion (PGAV = 0.817g) (Table 2.2) is selected as a
representative motion from Group 1. Figure 4.2 shows the deck transverse and longitudinal
direction acceleration histories at Bent 1. Peak accelerations are indicated by a circle and
corresponding value for both 3D and 2D motions. The peak transverse direction accelerations
during 3D and 2D motions are 0.35g and 0.14g, respectively. The peak longitudinal direction
accelerations during 3D and 2D shaking are 0.21g and 0.11g, respectively. Thus, AR = 2.42 for
transverse acceleration and 1.9 for longitudinal acceleration; see Equation (4.2). Accelerations
under the 3D motion in both directions are affected by a high-frequency oscillation; as a result,
the peak acceleration increases relative to the 2D motion.
Figure 4.3 represents transverse- and longitudinal-direction shear force histories of a
column at Bent 1. Again, circles and corresponding values indicate the peak shear force. Shearforce histories are almost identical to acceleration histories, suggesting that the deck acted as a
single mass sliding on the isolators. For the transverse base shear, AR = 2.56, and for
longitudinal base shear, AR = 1.83. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 suggest that high-frequency vertical
oscillation was transferred to the acceleration and base shear during 3D motion, which increased
the shear force demand on the bridge piers.
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Figure 4.2

(a) Transverse acceleration history and (b) longitudinal acceleration
history at Bent 1 for SFPU motion (PGAV = 0.817g).
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Figure 4.3

(a) Transverse shear force history and (b) longitudinal shear force
history at Bent 1 for SFPU motion (PGAV = 0.817g).

Figure 4.4 demonstrates Bent 1 column axial force history, vertical acceleration history,
and longitudinal shear force history. Since TPB isolators do not have tension capacity, the
isolator will experience uplift when they reach zero axial force. Uplift of the isolators occurs at
approximately 3 sec, 3.2 sec, 6 sec, 6.3 sec, 8.5 sec, 9.3 sec, and 9.5 sec; see Figure 4.4(a). The
uplift and subsequent pounding causes a spike in vertical acceleration, which is evident in Figure
4.4(b). Figure 4.4(c) illustrates a sudden increase in the shear force correlated to the uplift and
spiked vertical acceleration.
Figure 4.5 compares the Bent 1 isolator displacement histories in each direction for 2D
and 3D shaking due to SFPU ground motion. Unlike horizontal acceleration and base shear,
vertical shaking has a minimal effect on isolator displacement. Figure 4.6 illustrates the total
force-displacement hysteresis loops summed over all isolators for SFPU motion. When the
bridge is subjected to 2D motion, the axial force variation is negligible [Figure 4.4(a)], and the
isolator force-displacement loop is smooth; however, when the bridge is subjected to 3D motion,
the axial force variation is high [Figure 4.4(a)], which causes a corresponding variation in the
horizontal shear force. This results in local oscillation of the isolator force in the forcedisplacement loop and an overall increase in the peak base shear. The vertical component
increases significantly the base shear. Thus omitting the vertical component may lead to
underestimation of force demands.
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Figure 4.4

(a) Total axial force history SFPU at Bent 1 column isolator; (b)
vertical acceleration history at Bent 1; and (c) longitudinal shear
force history at Bent 1 for SFPU motion (PGAV = 0.817g).
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(a) Transverse isolator displacement history; and (b) longitudinal
isolator displacement history at Bent 1 for SFPU motion (PGAV =
0.817g).
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4.2.2

Total force-displacement summed over all isolators in (a)
transverse and (b) longitudinal direction for SFPU motion (PGAV =
0.817g).

Group 2 Motions

The LPG motion (PGAV = 0.62g) was selected as a representative Group 2 ground motion.
Group 2 motions have moderate vertical intensity; therefore, the AR is expected to be lower than
Group 1 motions. Figure 4.7 presents horizontal acceleration histories in both directions for the
LPG motion at Bent 1. Based on the observed peak accelerations, AR = 1.41 for the transverse
acceleration and 1.18 for longitudinal direction acceleration. These amplifications are much less
than the corresponding AR for Group 1 motion SFPU (2.7 for transverse acceleration and 1.9 for
longitudinal acceleration). Overall, peak accelerations in the longitudinal and transverse
directions during 2D motion are lower than exhibited by Group 1 (Figure 4.7 versus Figure 4.2)
due to comparatively lower horizontal shaking intensities; during the 3D motion, they are lower
due to comparatively lower PGAV.
Figure 4.8 plots the shear-force histories in the transverse and longitudinal directions for
a column at Bent 1 of the bridge. The base-shear AR is 1.43 for the transverse direction and 1.21
for the longitudinal direction. Here, the AR for base shear is almost the same as the AR for deck
acceleration. Figure 4.9 shows the axial force history of an isolator at Bent 1; uplift did not occur
due to this moderate-intensity vertical motion. As a result, spikes in the vertical acceleration
history (not shown here) are not present, which correlate to lower amplification of the horizontal
acceleration and base shear in both directions.
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Figure 4.7

(a) Transverse acceleration history at Bent 1; and (b) longitudinal
acceleration history at Bent 1 under LPG motion (PGAV = 0.62g).
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(a) Transverse shear force history at Bent 1 column; and (b)
longitudinal shear force history LPG motion at Bent 1 column under
LPG motion (PGAV = 0.62g).
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Figure 4.10 shows the displacement history of a TPB isolator at Bent 1 during the LPG
motion. Consistent with earlier findings, the isolator displacement is not affected by the vertical
component of ground shaking. Figure 4.11 shows the total isolator force-displacement hysteresis
loops summed over all isolators for the LPG motion. The effect of the axial force variation on the
isolator shear force for 3D shaking is also evident in this figure, although not as pronounced as in
Figure 4.6. Specifically, axial force variation in transverse direction is greater, and the hysteresis
loop in transverse direction shows increased base shear compared to the longitudinal direction.
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Figure 4.10

Axial force history for LPG (PGAV = 0.62g) motion at Bent 1.

(a) Transverse and (b) longitudinal isolator displacement history at
Bent 1 for LPG motion (PGAV = 0.62g).
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Figure 4.11

4.2.3

Total force-displacement summed over all isolators in (a)
transverse and (b) longitudinal direction under LPG motion (PGAV =
0.62g).

Group 3 Motions

This section presents response histories to the IIB motion (PGAV = 0.38g) as a representative
Group 3 motion. Motions from Group 3 have comparatively low vertical intensity. Figure 4.12
shows the horizontal acceleration histories for the IIB motion. The AR is 1.16 for the transverse
direction acceleration and 1.42 for the longitudinal direction acceleration. Figure 4.13 shows the
base-shear histories in the transverse and longitudinal directions in a column at Bent 1. The
increase in acceleration for 3D motion is also reflected in base-shear histories; see Figure 4.13.
The AR for transverse base shear is 1.22 and for longitudinal base shear is 1.42, which is almost
the same as the AR for acceleration. Figure 4.14 displays the axial force history of a Bent 1
isolator. Similar to Group 2 (moderate-intensity) motions, no instances of isolator uplift during
this motion are observed.
One notable difference in the response to this motion compared to the motions examined
for Groups 1 and 2 is that the AR for longitudinal direction acceleration and base shear is higher
than for the transverse direction. An inspection of the axial force history in Figure 4.14 shows
that the peak axial force variation occurred around 5 sec. Thus, the timing of the strongest
intensity vertical shaking is out-of-phase with the peak transverse direction acceleration [Figure
4.12(a)], but in-phase with the peak longitudinal direction acceleration [Figure 4.12(b)]. This
implies that the AR is influenced by the relative phasing of horizontal and vertical shaking, and
the peaks produced by horizontal and vertical shaking may not directly sum together.
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(a) Transverse acceleration history and (b) longitudinal acceleration
history at Bent1 under IIB motion (PGAV = 0.38g).
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(a) Transverse shear force history; and (b) longitudinal shear force
history at Bent 1 column under IIB motion (PGAV = 0.38g).
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Force (kip)

Figure 4.15 depicts the displacement histories of a Bent 1 isolator due to IIG motion. The
vertical component has no effect on the displacement demands of the bridge as was observed for
other motions. Figure 4.16 plots the total force-displacement summed over all isolators. The
displacement demands are unaffected by vertical shaking, but the base shear in both directions is
increased by the presence of the vertical ground acceleration.

Figure 4.14

Figure 4.15

Axial force history at Bent 1 location for IIB motion (PGAV = 0.38g).

(a) Transverse displacement history; and (b) longitudinal
displacement history for at Bent 1 under IIB motion (PGAV = 0.38g).
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Figure 4.16

4.3

Total force-displacement summed over all isolators in (a)
transverse and (b) longitudinal direction under IIB motion (PGAV =
0.38g).

AMPLIFICATION FACTORS VS. GROUND-MOTION INTENSITY

This section discusses trends in peak acceleration, peak base shear, and their corresponding AR
(Equation 4.2) for all selected motions. The differences in AR based on ground-motion intensity–
distinguished by ground-motion group–are identified. Figure 4.17 plots the peak acceleration at
Bent 1 during 2D shaking (orange dot) and 3D shaking (blue dot) for both transverse and
longitudinal directions, and lists the value of the corresponding AR. Results are distinguished by
the ground-motion group as indicated. Comparable results for base shear are presented in Figure
4.18; note that these values are for total base shear summed over all isolators, and thus some
values differ slightly from those reported earlier. The AR for peak accelerations and total base
shear are also tabulated in Table 4.2, which also shows the AR averaged over each groundmotion group.
Based on the presented results, the AR for total base shear are almost the same as for
acceleration. An exception to this trend is in the transverse direction for Group 1 motions, where
average AR for the base shear is notably higher than for acceleration. For Group 1 motions, the
average acceleration AR are 2.55 and 1.84, and average base-shear AR are 2.55 and 2.02 in the
transverse and longitudinal directions, respectively. Group 2 and 3 motions have similar average
ARs for acceleration and base shear ranging from about 1.15 to 1.3. Clearly, the high vertical
intensity Group 1 motions produced much higher ARs than the lower intensity Group 2 and 3
motions.
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Figure 4.17

Figure 4.18

(a) Transverse and (b) longitudinal direction peak acceleration and AR.

(a) Transverse and (b) longitudinal direction peak base shear and AR.
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Table 4.2

Group
#

1

2

3

4.4

Motions

AR for peak deck acceleration and total base shear for all motions.

Peak deck
acceleration
T

L

SFPU

2.42

1.9

CAM

1.25

1.91

NPA

3.97

LPG

Average peak
deck
acceleration
T

L

Peak base
shear
T

L

2.68

2

1.39

2.23

1.72

3.59

1.83

1.41

1.18

1.43

1.22

LAL

1.11

1.02

1.12

1.05

NPD

1.49

1.13

1.52

1.11

CT78

1.19

1.39

1.22

1.46

IIS

1.22

1.03

1.25

1.03

IIB

1.17

1.41

1.21

1.47

KCL

1.22

1.27

1.26

1.3

CT46

1.22

1.17

1.22

1.18

2.55

1.28

1.2

1.84

1.15

1.28

Average peak
base shear
T

L

2.55

2.02

1.31

1.17

1.23

1.31

SPECTRAL RESPONSE

Acceleration response spectra of the total (absolute) deck acceleration histories as predicted by
analysis in both the horizontal and vertical directions have been developed for representative
motions. Peaks in these spectra are generally associated with the excited structural modes of the
bridge. The spectral response for accelerations at Bent 1 in the longitudinal, transverse, and
vertical directions due to the SFPU motion are plotted in Figure 4.19. These response spectra in
the transverse and longitudinal direction exhibit peaks near 1.5 sec, which indicate the isolation
mode in each direction. The period of these isolation modes is different from that computed in
modal analysis, which utilized an effective stiffness that reflected the full displacement capacity
of isolators; however, for many ground motions, the induced displacement demand is less than
the capacity, resulting in a higher effective stiffness and lower effective period. For 3D relative
to 2D shaking, amplification of the spectral acceleration is observed for shorter periods, which is
likely controlled by the presence of a peak at about 0.2 sec for 3D shaking that is absent for 2D
shaking. This peak is much stronger in the transverse direction than in the longitudinal direction.
The vertical spectrum (3D motion only) exhibits grouped peaks from about 0.2 to 0.3 sec and
several peaks at shorter periods. These short periods are likely associated with higher vertical
modes, which have not been included in the eigenvalue analysis.
As noted above, differences in spectral response (especially in the transverse direction)
are observed for 2D versus 3D shaking. To explore this further, Figure 4.21 plots the transverse
direction deck spectra at three strategic locations (indicated by black dots): to the left of Bent 1,
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mid-span, and to the right of Bent 2. These locations to the left and right of the bents correspond
to nodes in Mode 6 (the second transverse mode in Figure 4.1), which is superimposed over the
undeformed bridge (Figure 4.20). The significance of these nodal locations is that Mode 6 peaks
will not be visible in the response spectra at these locations even if this mode contributes
meaningfully to the response. As seen in Figure 4.20, the spectral response for 2D shaking is the
same at all locations, and Mode 6 is not expressed (no peak is visible at the modal period of 0.2
sec). For 3D shaking, Mode 6 is strongly expressed at the mid-span location, with a spectral
acceleration peak of 0.86g at 0.2 sec. This more than doubles the peak acceleration observed at
that location compared to the 2D shaking. This peak can be conclusively associated with Mode 6
since it does not appear at the Mode-6 node locations.
To understand why the second transverse mode is expressed in 3D shaking and not 2D
shaking, the vertical spectra at various locations were examined. Figure 4.21 plots the vertical
deck spectra at five locations: in the middle of each span and at the two bents. One factor
common among all vertical modes in Figure 4.1 (Modes 4, 5, and 7) is that the modal
displacement is large at mid-span and minimal at the bent locations. This modal pattern is
replicated in the deck spectra in Figure 4.21, where spectral peaks are on the order of 15g at midspan locations and 2–3g at bent locations. The peak is observed at a period near 0.2 sec and
believed to correspond to Mode 7. Although Mode 7 does not have the longest period, it is
dominant among the vertical modes due to its high modal participation factor (Table 4.1) as was
projected earlier.
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Figure 4.19

(a) Transverse, (b) longitudinal; and (c) vertical deck spectra at Bent 1.
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As
A discussed previously, vertical gro
ound shakingg leads to higgh-frequency variation iin the
axial forcces on the TPBs. Since the
t bearing horizontal
h
foorce (based oon friction) iis proportionnal to
the axial force, high--frequency oscillation
o
iss also introdduced to the bearing horrizontal forcee and
overall base shear; seee Figures 4..3, 4.4, 4.9, and
a 4.14. Froom the resullts shown in Figures 4.200 and
4.21, the higher frequency oscilllation introd
duced to the base shear ooccurs at a pperiod arounnd 0.2
sec, whicch happens to
t be closely
y matched to
o the period oof the seconnd transversee mode (Modde 6).
As a resu
ult, the secon
nd transversee mode is ex
xcited for 3D
D shaking onnly due to thhe coupling oof the
closely sp
paced horizo
ontal and veertical modess. For this exxample, the coupling is shown to grreatly
increase the peak horrizontal acceeleration in th
he bridge suuperstructuree.
As
A discussed
d in the in
ntroduction, although thhe horizonttal–vertical (H–V) couupling
phenomeenon has beeen observed
d in building
gs, it was asssumed to bbe an unlikeely occurrennce in
bridges. This has beeen proven false
f
as such
h coupling w
was identifiied in the fiirst bridge m
model
examined
d in this stud
dy. Since briidge superstrructure acceeleration doees not specifiically correlaate to
damage (unlike a bu
uilding with
h a varied asssortment off acceleratioon-sensitive componentss and
equipmen
nt), bridge engineers might con
nclude that the ampliification off acceleratioon is
unimporttant. This discussion poiints out that such couplinng is possibble. The respponses underr such
coupling can only bee predicted by
b 3D RHA,, with mass finely distribbuted over tthe superstruucture
spans. Bridge
B
engin
neers are reccommended to apply ssuch analysiis approachees when deemed
necessary
y.

Fig
gure 4.20

Deck spectrra at dot loca
ations and six
xth mode off the base mo
odel bridge.
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Figure 4.21

Deck spectra at dot locations and sev
venth mode of the base model bridge
e.
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5

Simplified Method to Estimate Base-Shear
Amplification

This chapter presents a simplified method to estimate the amplification of base shear in 3D
shaking relative to 2D shaking. Section 5.1 presents a theoretical basis and proposes equations
for the estimating the base-shear amplification due to vertical shaking. The theory is applicable
to any spherical sliding bearing type isolation system. Two theories are proposed and followed
by examples demonstrating application of those theories. Section 5.2 discusses methods to
analyze the error in the estimated base shear relative to the observed base shear. Two different
measures of error are developed: the amplification factor error and the base-shear normalized
error. Amplified base-shear estimates and computed errors for all motions are presented and
evaluated.
5.1

AMPLIFICATION THEORY

A theory is proposed here to estimate the amplification of base shear due to the vertical motion.
The horizontal force of a spherical sliding bearing, based on a single pendulum mechanism, was
given in Equation (1.1). This equation is a reasonable approximation of the resisting force of
multi-spherical bearings when the response is dominated by the outer pendulum mechanism and
represents the base shear in a system with many isolators. Thus, Equation (1.1), expressed in
terms of system base shear, Vb, is repeated here for convenience:

Vb (u ) 

W
u  W 
Reff





AE   est    100
  
 Vb ,3 Dest Vb ,3 D


W
W
BSNE  
Vb ,3 D


W


(5.1)



  100
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where W is the weight of the superstructure, Reff is the effective radius of curvature
(corresponding to the period of the dominant sliding mechanism), µ is the friction coefficient of
dominant pendulum mechanism, and u is the isolator displacement. Dividing Equation (5.1) by
the bridge weight, W, rearranging, and taking the peak over time, the following is obtained:

Vb,2 D
W



uo

Reff

(5.2)

where Vb,2D is the peak base shear when subjected to 2D (horizontal only) acceleration, and uo
represents the peak bearing displacement. Equation (5.2) can be applied in either the longitudinal
or transverse direction.
As mentioned previously, the horizontal base shear in a spherical sliding bearing isolation
system is dependent on the axial force acting on isolators. When vertical acceleration is
considered, the system base shear should be determined from the instantaneous normal force, N,
on the isolators rather than the static weight of the structure:

Vb (u ) 

N
u  N
Reff

(5.3)

The system normal force, N, varies with time according to:

N  W  muzt

(5.4)

where m is the total mass, and uzt is the vertical acceleration at the isolators. Accordingly, the
component of the base shear due to vertical shaking can be estimated as:

 uo

t
Vb ,V  muzo



 Reff


(5.5)

t
where Vb,V is the horizontal force due to vertical acceleration only, and uzo
is the peak vertical

acceleration over time. Thus, an additional component of base shear arises during vertical
shaking that is dependent on the vertical acceleration. Normalizing Equation (5.5) by the
superstructure weight leads to:

 u

t
(g) o   
 uzo
R

W
 eff


Vb ,V

(5.6)

t
The value of uzo
can be estimated from the PGAV.

uzot    PGAV

(5.7)

where ν is an amplification factor representing the amplification of the vertical acceleration from
the ground to the structure. Thus Vb,V/W simplifies to:
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 u

   PGA V  o   
R

W
 eff


Vb ,V

(5.8)

The total base-shear coefficient can be estimated as:

Vb,3D
W



Vb,2 D
W



Vb,V
W

(5.9)

The estimation is exact if the peak horizontal displacement and peak vertical acceleration occur
at the same time. Otherwise, Equation (5.9) will give a conservative estimate of the amplified
base shear.
To apply the theory, different values of the amplification factor ν are considered.
Assuming ν = 1 is consistent with the peak vertical acceleration at the isolators being equal to the
PGAV, dynamic amplification is possible, wherein the vertical acceleration at the isolators is
amplified compared to PGAV. Phase-lag effects may also occur, such that the peak lateral base
shear Vb,2D and peak vertical base shear Vb,V do not occur at the same time. Thus, ν = 1 could be
justified if the dynamic amplification and phase-lag effects approximately cancel each other out.
If there is no dynamic amplification and phase-lag effects are apparent, assuming a value less
than 1 for ν may be appropriate. If considerable dynamic amplification is observed, and peak
horizontal and vertical responses are in phase, then a value for ν considerably larger than 1 may
best represent the response characteristics.
Going forward, three different values for ν represent the three conditions described
above: ν = 0.5, ν = 1, and ν = Sa(Tv)/PGAV, where Sa(Tv) = spectral acceleration of the vertical
ground motion at the dominant vertical period Tv of the isolated structure. The final value is
predicated on the assumption that if dynamic amplification is present, the realized vertical
acceleration at the isolators can be estimated from the spectral amplification of the ground
motion based on the dominant vertical mode. The period Tv should be chosen independently for
every bridge. For the Base Model bridge configuration, Tv = 0.2 sec is selected because it
approximately corresponds to Mode 7, the dominant vertical mode observed in the response; see
Figure 4.21.
As an example, sample calculations are tabulated for the Base Model bridge subjected to
Group 1 motion SFPU. For excitation in the transverse direction, the peak isolator displacement
was uo = 10.33 in., and base shear for 2D shaking was Vb,2D/W = 0.135. The isolator friction
coefficient µ = 0.08, Reff = 120 in. (based on T = 3.5 sec), PGAV = 0.817g, and Sa(Tv)/PGAV =
1.98. Calculations for each value of ν are shown in Table 5.1.

Vb,3D

The actual base-shear coefficient for 3D shaking simulation from RHA was
W  0.36 . Thus, for this example, a lower amplification factor underestimates the

amplification of the base shear, but including an amplification factor based on the vertical
spectral response leads to a slightly conservative estimate of the base-shear amplification.
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Table 5.1

ν

Estimated base shear for SFPU motion in transverse direction by
the simplified method.

Vb,V/W [Equation (5.8)]

Vb,3D/W [Equation (5.9)]

AE %

BSNE %

0.5

0.5(0.817)(10.33/120+0.08) = 0.068

0.135+0.068 = 0.203

-69.8

-43.8

1.0

1.0(0.817)(10.33/120+0.08) = 0.136

0.135+0.136 = 0.271

-39.7

-25.0

1.98

1.98(0.817)(10.33/120+0.08)= 0.269

0.135+0.269 = 0.404

19.4

11.8

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 present the simulated base-shear coefficients for 2D and 3D motions,
along with base-shear coefficient for 3D motions estimated with different amplification factors in
the transverse and longitudinal directions, respectively. In the transverse direction, the estimated
base-shear values are conservative for almost all motions, except for two Group 1 motions.
These motions have high vertical acceleration intensity, which for SFPU was shown to lead to
uplift and subsequent pounding on the isolators (Figure 4.4) that greatly increased the realized
vertical acceleration and subsequent base shear. In such cases, the proposed approximations
underestimated the base-shear coefficient for 3D shaking. For many motions, ν = 0.5 gives a very
good estimate, while increasing the amplification factor leads to a more conservative estimate. In
the longitudinal direction, the base shear is not as strongly affected by the vertical acceleration
spikes, and the base-shear estimates are a little more conservative than in the transverse
direction. Again, ν = 0.5 is often adequate, and ν = 1 is conservative for almost every ground
motion in the longitudinal direction.
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Figure 5.1

Simulated and estimated base she
ear of the Bas
se Model bridge in
transverse
e direction fo
or all motions
s.

Figure 5.2

Simulated and estimated base she
ear of the Bas
se Model bridge in
longitudina
al direction for
f all motion
ns.
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5.2

ERROR ESTIMATION

To evaluate the overall applicability of either proposed method to estimate the increase in base
shear due to vertical shaking, a meaningful quantification of error is necessary. The methods
presented in Section 5.1 attempted to estimate directly the increase or amplification in base shear
for 3D shaking relative to 2D shaking. Therefore, a logical approach is to quantify directly the
error in this estimated base-shear amplification relative to the actual base-shear amplification.
Thus, an amplification error or AE, is proposed as:

AE   est 
 

where


  100


est  Vb,3 Dest W Vb,2 D W

(5.10)
is

the

estimated

base-shear

amplification,

and

  Vb,3 Dest W Vb,2 D W is the actual (simulated) base-shear amplification.
Using the calculations for the Base Model bridge subjected to the SFPU motion in the
transverse direction and assuming v  1 (see Table 5.1), Vb,2 D W  0.133 , Vb,3D W  0.36 , and

Vb,3 Dest W  0.271 by Equations (5.8) and (5.9). Substituting theses values into Equation (5.10),
 est  0.271  0.135  0.135 ,   0.36  0.135  0.225 , and AE  39.7% . The negative sign

indicates that the base shear is underestimated. Values of AE for all three considered values of ν
for this example are tabulated in Table 5.1.
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 present AE for all motions in the transverse and longitudinal
directions, respectively, for all three values of amplification factor ν. The value of AE is
generally positive for moderate- and low-intensity vertical motions except for ν = 0.5 for some
ground motions. The value of AE is most likely to be negative for high-intensity vertical motions
as the amplification estimate is unconservative. Using an amplification factor ν = 0.5 seems to
produce an average AE closest to 0 (i.e., it minimizes the average error), but increases the
likelihood that the estimate may be unconservative. All amplification estimates are conservative
on average. Incorporating the spectral acceleration in the amplification factor increases the
likelihood that the estimated base shear is very conservative.
Figure 5.4 illustrates instances of AE reaching more than 1000%, which would seem to
imply that the proposed base-shear estimates are worthless; however, the AE measures the error
only relative to the observed base-shear amplification, which may not give reasonable values
when amplification of base shear due to vertical shaking is small. Evidence of this phenomenon
is shown in Figure 5.2 for the LAL and IIS motions. The actual base-shear amplification from
2D to 3D motion [Δ in Equation (5.10)] is 0.0035 for the LAL motion and 0.005 for the IIS
motion. Since the quantity to be estimated is near 0, the apparent AE is very large. This does not
necessarily mean that the overall estimate of base-shear coefficient is unreasonable or
unacceptable.
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Another error estimation method is presented hereafter to avoid penalizing observations
where the amplification in the base shear is low. The proposed base-shear normalized error or
BSNE, directly quantifies the error in the total 3D estimated base-shear coefficient estimate
relative to the base-shear coefficient determined from the simulations:
 Vb ,3 Dest Vb ,3 D


W
W
BSNE  
V
b ,3 D


W




  100




(5.11)

where Vb,3 Dest W and Vb,3 D W are as defined earlier.
Using the values presented earlier for the SFPU ground motion in transverse direction
(Vb,3D/W = 0.36 and Vb,3Dest/W = 0.271 when ν = 1), BSNE = -25.0%. The BSNEs for all values of
ν are listed in Table 5.1. The signs and their interpretations (negative = underestimated, positive
= overestimated) are consistent with AE, but the magnitude of the error has decreased relative to
AE as BSNE represents an error in the full base-shear coefficient, rather than just the
amplification term.
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 compare BSNE for the base-shear estimates in the transverse and
longitudinal directions, respectively, for different values of the amplification factor ν. The trends
are similar as those observed for AE, except that the error magnitudes are smaller. The average
BSNE is around 0 for ν = 0.5, while the average increases (implying that the estimated base shear
is more conservative) for ν = 1.0 and for ν computed by spectral acceleration. The potential for a
large negative BSNE appears to exist only for the high-intensity motions and when ν is taken to
be 0.5. A sufficiently conservative estimate is achieved, on the other hand, by using ν with the
spectral acceleration amplification factor.
Based on results from both error estimation methods, BSNE is concluded to be a more
meaningful error estimate than AE. Going forward, results from other parametric variations will
be evaluated using BSNE alone. For moderate- to low-intensity vertical intense shaking, ν = 0.5
generally gives an adequate estimate of the base shear. For high-intensity vertical motions, the ν
based on spectral amplification is, while more conservative, a better option to predict with base
shear accurately. In the transverse direction, where coupling was observed between the
transverse horizontal and vertical modes, the largest amplification factor can still underestimate
the base shear for high-intensity vertical motions. Going forward, all amplification factors will
be more comprehensively evaluated for a wider range of parameters.
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Figure 5.3

Fig
gure 5.4

The AE in the
t transverse direction for differentt amplificatio
on factors.

The AE in the longitudinal direction
n for differen
nt amplificatio
on factors.
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Fig
gure 5.5

Figu
ure 5.6

The BSNE in
n the transve
erse directio n for differen
nt amplificattion factors.

The
T BSNE in
n the longitud
dinal directio
on for differe
ent amplification factors.
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6

Bridge Parameter Study

This chapter describes parametric variations implemented on the Base Model bridge to evaluate
the validity and accuracy of the proposed simplified method to predict amplified base shear
under 3D motions. Section 6.1 considers isolation parameter variations applied to the Base
Model bridge. Section 6.2 considers bridge parameters varied relative to the Base Model bridge.
In both sections, the base-shear coefficients from RHA simulations are compared with the
estimated base-shear coefficients obtained from simplified theory; analysis of the errors is
presented. The validity of the proposed simplified method is further evaluated.
6.1

INFLUENCE OF ISOLATION SYSTEM PARAMETERS

The Base Model bridge was modified to create nine different models by changing only the
isolation properties (friction coefficients and pendulum lengths that determine the period
associated with each portion of the normalized backbone curve); all other parameters remained
the same. The objective was to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed base-shear estimation
methods and amplification factors across a range of isolation periods and friction coefficients.
The isolation parameter variations listed in Table 3.3 were applied. Recall that µ2 is the friction
coefficient and T2 is the period associated with the second slope of the normalized backbone
curve (or sliding on the outer pendulum surfaces). All combinations of µ2 = 0.04, 0.06, and 0.08,
and T2 = 2, 3.5, and 5 sec were considered. For each case, T1 = T2/4 and µ1 = µ2/4.
Simulated and estimated base-shear coefficients under 2D and 3D input to the SFPU
motion (Group 1), LPG motion (Group 2), and IIB motion (Group 3) are shown in Figure 6.1 for
all isolation system parameter variations. The general trend in base-shear coefficient for each
motion and longitudinal or transverse direction is easily explained. The isolation period T2 = 2
sec for System Nos. 1–3, 3.5 sec for System Nos. 4–6, and 5 sec for System Nos. 7–9. Therefore,
the actual base-shear coefficient decreases for each subgroup as the period increases. The baseshear coefficient also increases slightly over each subgroup as the friction coefficient increases
(e.g., µ2 increases from 0.04 to 0.08 over System Nos. 1–3). The general trend observed in the
figure is that the amplification of base shear (the increase from 2D to 3D) tends to be
proportional to the intensity of the base shear. Therefore, the shorter period systems with higher
base-shear coefficients also see greater amplification of base shear. For the high-intensity motion
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SFPU, amplification of the base-shear coefficient from 2D to 3D is significant for all isolation
system parameters; see Figure 6.1(a)-(b). For the moderate- and low-intensity motions (LPG and
IIB), the base-shear amplification is noticeable for the short-period T2 = 2 sec Systems 1–3, but is
relatively small for other periods; see Figure 6.1(c)-(f).
A key observation is that the base-shear coefficient estimates follow the trends observed
in the simulated base-shear coefficients. In other words, these estimated base-shear coefficients
vary with T2 and µ2 in a manner consistent with the simulated base-shear coefficients shown in
Figure 6.1. Recall that the dependence of base-shear amplification on these isolation system
parameters is inherently captured through Equation (5.8). Increasing the amplification factor
offers an increasing level of conservatism in the estimate.
For each pair of isolation parameters, the base-shear amplification and BSNE were
evaluated for all motions, In addition, the average BSNE over the 11 motions was evaluated.
Figure 6.2 compares average BSNE estimated for all amplification factors ν in the longitudinal
direction [Figure 6.2(a)] and transverse direction [Figure 6.2(b)]. In general, the average BSNE is
approximately constant with respect to isolation parameter variations, which confirms the
observation that the base-shear estimates follow the trends shown in the simulations. In the
longitudinal direction, the average BSNE increases slightly over the subgroups, which is
correlated to increasing conservatism in the base-shear amplification estimate as the friction
coefficient increases. The reason why is unclear, but the effect is slight, and the same trend is not
apparent in the longitudinal direction.
The average BSNE provides insight as to which amplification factor might be most
appropriate. For ν = 0.5, the average BSNE oscillates near 0 but tends to be slightly negative. The
range of the average BSNE is -5% to 2% in the longitudinal direction and -9% to -3% in the
longitudinal direction. Thus, although the average BSNE is small, this lower amplification factor
is likely to underestimate the base-shear coefficient, and a more conservative estimate may be
preferred. The average BSNE for ν = 1.0 varies from 20% to 30% in the longitudinal direction
and 14% to 21% in the transverse direction. This appears to be a good choice for the
amplification factor leading to sufficiently conservative, but not overly conservative estimates.
Applying the vertical spectral acceleration to the amplification factor further increases
conservatism so that average BSNE is in the 40% to 60% range. Thus, consistent with
observations noted in Chapter 5, using the spectral acceleration of the vertical motion to
represent the dynamic amplification effect does not appear to be necessary.
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Figure 6.1

Simulated and estimated base she
ear of the Bas
se Model bridge with
isolation parameter
p
variations: SFP
PU motion (a
a) longitudinal, (b)
transverse
e; LPG motio
on (c) longitu
udinal, (d) tra
ansverse; IIB
B motion
(e) longitud
dinal, and (f)) transverse..
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Figure 6.2

Average BSNE
B
for all is
solation sys tem parametter variations
s on
Base Mode
el bridge: (a)) longitudina
al direction and (b) transv
verse
direction.

Figure 6.3 prresents the same
s
averag
ge BSNE as shown in F
Figure 6.2, bbut superimpposed
over scattter plots th
hat depict BS
SNE for ind
dividual grouund motionss. The varioous amplificcation
factors are
a representted in the diifferent subffigures; ν = 0.5 in Figuure 6.3(a) annd (b), ν = 11.0 in
Figure 6.3(c)
6
and (d
d), and ν = Sa(Tv)/PGA
AV in Figuree 6.3(e) andd (f). The aaverage BSN
NE is
depicted as a thick line with circle
c
markeer, while BSSNE for inddividual ground motionns are
depicted by *.
The
T data in Figure
F
6.3 highlight
h
thee significant dispersion in the accurracy of the baseshear coeefficient oveer the ground
d-motion suiite. This sugggests that foor individuall ground mottions,
the simpllified metho
od cannot estimate the base-shear
b
am
mplification with high cconfidence. IIf the
amplificaation factor is selected as ν = 0.5, even thouugh average BSNE is nnear 0, theree is a
possibilitty that base shear
s
is undeerestimated by
b as much as 20 to 40%
%. Althoughh choosing ν = 1.0
significan
ntly reducess the possib
bility that th
he base-sheaar estimate iis grossly uunconservativve, it
cannot elliminate the possibility of
o a negativee error. Finaally, applyingg the ampliffication factoor ν =
Sa(Tv)/PG
GAV can alm
most eliminatte the possib
bility of a neegative erroor for individdual motionss, but
as mentio
oned before,, it is quite co
onservative on average.
In
I summary
y, the amplification facctor ν = 1 .0 appears to lend itsself to the most
appropriaately conserv
vative base-shear estimaates that accoount for the amplificatioon from 2D tto 3D
shaking. Recalling th
he effect of ground-mottion intensityy (Figures 55.1 and 5.2), the motionss that
appear as
a negative outliers in Figure 6.3 are likely associated w
with high-inntensity mottions,
suggestin
ng a limit on the app
plicability of
o the simpplified methhod to estiimate base--shear
amplificaation.
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Figure 6.3

6.2

Average BSNE
B
and BS
SNE for indiv
vidual motion
ns for all isollation
system parameter variations on Ba
ase Model brridge: ν = 0.5
5 (a)
longitudina
al, (b) transv
verse; ν = 1.0
0 (c) longitud
dinal; (d) tran
nsverse, ν
= Sa(TV)/PG
GAV (e) longitudinal, and (f) transvers
se.

IN
NFLUENCE
E OF BRIDGE PARAM
METERS

A bridgee parameter study was performed
p
to
t validate tthe accuracyy of the prooposed simplified
methods to estimate base shear over
o
a wide range
r
of briddge parameters compareed to the respponse
of the Baase Model bridge.
b
The bridge
b
param
meter variatiions were prresented in T
Table 3.2. M
Modal
analysis was perform
med for all th
he various brridge modells, and the fiirst ten modees and assocciated
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periods for each bridge are tabulated below in Table 6.1. Again, for all bridge models, the
isolator model was changed to a linear spring for modal analysis, corresponding to an isolation
period of 3 sec.
Figure 6.4 plots some common mode shapes of the bridge models. The first three modes
in all bridge models are the isolation modes: the first mode is the longitudinal isolation mode, the
second mode is the transverse isolation mode, and the third mode is the torsional isolation mode.
These first two modes in all bridges have periods greater than 3 sec, and the third mode has a
period a bit less than 3 sec. All bridge models have a vertical C-shape mode with all span
movement in the same direction, which tends to lead to very high mass participation of that
mode in the vertical direction. Most bridges have more than one vertical S-shape mode wherein
individual spans move in different directions. A transverse C-shape mode causes in-plane
bending of the deck in one direction. A deck torsional mode is characterized by rotation of the
deck in two different directions from each end such that deck is in torsion. In contrast, a deck
rotational mode represents rotation of the deck in one direction.
The vertical mode with the 2C/3C/4C shape tends to be dominant and always shows up in
the deck spectra, even if its period is higher than other modes. In this mode, the mass
participation in vertical direction tends to be high—around 80%. Bridges 4, 5, and 8 have similar
dynamic and modal properties as the Base Model (Bridge 1), and only the periods vary slightly
according to the flexibility of each bridge. The close spacing of the vertical C-shape mode and
transverse C-shape mode identified in the Base Model bridge (Figures 4.21 and 4.22) that led to
modal coupling is also present in Bridges 4, 5, 7, and 8. Thus, transverse–vertical coupling
would also be expected in Bridge 4, 5, 7, and 8. Bridges 2, 3, and 6 would not be expected to
exhibit this coupling. In fact, for Bridge 6 the transverse mode does not appear in the first ten
modes because the deck is very stiff in the transverse direction. In Bridge 3, the transverse mode
and the vertical C-shape mode are not near each other, while in Bridge 2 the transverse mode and
vertical C-shape modes are adjacent but the periods are far from each other.
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Table 6.1

Modes and periods of bridge models.

Mode#

Bridge 1
(Base
model)

Bridge 2

Bridge 3

Bridge 4

Bridge 5

Bridge 6

Bridge 7

Bridge 8

1

ISO Long. mode
(3.02 sec)

ISO Long. mode
(3.06 sec)

ISO Long. mode
(3.01 sec)

ISO Long. mode
(3.02 sec)

ISO Long. mode
(3.03 sec)

ISO Long. mode
(3.03 sec)

ISO Long. mode
(3.02 sec)

ISO Long. mode
(3.01 sec)

2

ISO Trans. mode
(3.01 sec)

ISO Trans. mode
(3.04 sec)

ISO Trans. mode
(3.0 sec)

ISO Trans. mode
(3.01 sec)

ISO Trans. mode
(3.01 sec)

ISO Trans. mode
(3.01 sec)

ISO Trans. mode
(3.01 sec)

ISO Trans. mode
(3.0 sec)

3

ISO torsional
mode (2.69 sec)

ISO torsional
mode (2.82 sec)

ISO torsional
mode (2.43 sec)

ISO torsional
mode (2.69 sec)

ISO torsional
mode (2.7 sec)

ISO torsional
mode (2.61 sec)

ISO torsional
mode (2.69 sec)

ISO torsional
mode (2.69 sec)

Deck transverse
mode – C shape
(0.39 sec)

1 vertical mode
– S shape (0.43
sec)

st

4

1 vertical mode
(0.35 sec)
nd

5

2 vertical mode
(0.25 sec)

st

nd

st

1 vertical mode
(0.38 sec)

2 vertical mode
– 2C shape
(0.28 sec)
Deck rotational
mode (0.13 sec)

Deck transverse
mode – C shape
(0.25 sec)

3 vertical mode
– 3C shape
(0.35 sec)

Deck torsional
mode (0.12 sec)

3 vertical mode
– 3C shape
(0.24 sec)

Deck transverse
mode – C shape
(0.35 sec)

Deck Rotational
mode (0.15 sec)

7

3 vertical mode
– 3C shape
(0.20 sec)

3 vertical mode
(0.22 sec)

8

Deck Rotational
mode (0.14 sec)

4 vertical mode
– 4C shape
(0.19 sec)

9

Deck torsional
mode (0.11 sec)

2 Deck
transverse mode
(0.14 sec)

3 vertical mode
(0.11 sec)

10

Deck Rotational
mode (0.11 sec)

Deck Rotational
mode (0.13 sec)

4 vertical mode
(0.09 sec)

rd

th

nd

Deck transverse
mode – C shape
(0.11 sec)
rd

th

rd

st

st

st

1 vertical mode
(0.35 sec)

1 vertical mode
(0.35 sec)

1 Vertical mode
(0.35 sec)

Deck Rotational
mode

Deck transverse
mode – C
shape (0.25 sec)

2 vertical mode

(0.25 sec)

nd

(0.24 sec)

2 vertical mode
(0.24 sec)

2 vertical mode
(0.24 sec)

Deck transverse
mode – C
shape (0.20 sec)

Deck torsional
(0.21 sec)

3 vertical mode
– 3C shape
(0.24 sec)

3 vertical mode
– 3C shape
(0.19 sec)

4 vertical mode
(0.17 sec)

Deck Rotational
mode (0.21 sec)

Deck Rotational
mode (0.18 sec)

Deck Rotational
mode (0.13 sec)

Deck torsional
mode (0.12 sec)

Deck Rotational
mode (0.15 sec)

3 vertical mode
– 3C shape
(0.19 sec)

Deck torsional
mode (0.11 sec)

Deck torsional
mode (0.11 sec)

Deck Rotation-al
mode ( 0.12
sec)

2 deck
transverse mode
(0.12 sec)

rd

rd

nd

(0.29 sec)

Deck transverse
mode – C shape
(0.20 sec)

nd

nd

2 vertical mode

st

1 vertical mode
(0.64 sec)

2 vertical mode
(0.44 sec)

6

2 vertical mode
(0.29 sec)

st

1 vertical mode
(0.44 sec)

th

nd

nd

rd

rd

rd
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nd

Deck torsional
mode
(0.12 sec)

th

4 vertical mode
(0.09 sec)

Deck Rotational
mode (0.11 sec)

Figure 6.4

Comm
mon mode s hapes identiified.

Figure 6.5 co
ompares sim
mulated and estimated b ase-shear cooefficients uunder 2D annd 3D
input forr the differen
nt bridge model
m
parameeter variatioons for the rrepresentativve motions S
SFPU
(Group1)), LPG (Gro
oup 2), and IIB
I (Group 3)
3 for all briidge models. “BaseM” rrefers to the Base
Model, while
w
Bridgee Nos. 2–8 reepresent thee individual pparameter vvariations refferred to in T
Table
3.2. The estimated baase-shear coefficients are shown for all three diffferent ampliification facttors.
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Figure 6.5

Simulated and estimated base she
ear for all brid
dge models: SFPU
motion (a) longitudinall, (b) transve
erse; LPG mo
otion (c) long
gitudinal,
(d) transve
erse; IIB motion (e) longittudinal, and (f) transvers
se.

A key obserrvation is th
hat differencces in basee-shear ampplification onn bridge m
models
incorporaating various bridge parrameter variaations—see Table 3.2—
—are very miinor. Becausse the
bridges are
a seismicaally isolated,, the deck (regardless
(
oof its properrties) movess essentiallyy as a
rigid mass on the slliding bearin
ngs. The diffferences in the estimated base-shear amplificaations
among th
he bridge paarameter vaariations are also minor . Hence, thee accuracy of the simplified
method does
d
not vary
y much amo
ong the bridg
ge models. Inn particular, amplificatioon factors ν = 0.5
and ν = 1.0
1 predict the
t same basse-shear amp
plification foor all bridgee models as the amplificcation
(Equation
n 5.8) is in
ndependent of bridge superstructur
s
re or substrructure paraameters. Forr ν =
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Sa(Tv)/PGAV, the estimated base-shear amplification differs for different bridge models only due
to changes in the period of the dominant vertical mode.
Under the Group 1 motion SFPU, the base-shear amplification is high for all bridge
models in both longitudinal and transverse directions [Figure 6.5(a) and (b)]. Of the three
motions considered, SFPU produces the greatest variation in base-shear amplification for
different models. Increased randomness in the response is expected as the vertical shaking
intensity increases, as well as a susceptibility to uplift and the impact of dynamic effects. Note:
there is no correlation between base-shear amplification and the bridge models that were
expected to be most susceptible to transverse–vertical coupling (Bridges 4, 5, 7, and 8). Only the
spectral acceleration amplification factor, ν = Sa(Tv)/PGAV, provides a conservative estimate of
the base-shear amplification for this motion. Differences in spectral amplification due to vertical
period shifts that affect the estimated base-shear coefficients are not consistent with simulated
response.
The base-shear coefficient and its amplification due to vertical shaking is least sensitive
to bridge modeling parameters for the Group 2 moderate-intensity motion LGP [Figure 6.5(c)
and (d)]. The amplification factor ν = 0.5 is quite accurate for this motion. For the Group 3 lowintensity motion IIB, the simulated base-shear coefficient again shows some variation over
bridge models (e.g., almost no amplification is observed for Bridge 3—a two-span bridge—in
the longitudinal direction, while all other bridge models experience some amplification.) This
result is a consequence of phase variation in the vertical and longitudinal response. Although it
does not capture any variations in amplification over the bridge models, the amplification factor
ν = 1.0 leads to accurate estimates for this motion.
The base-shear amplification and BSNE for each bridge model were evaluated for all
motions. In addition, the average BSNE over the 11 motions was evaluated. Figure 6.6 compares
the average BSNE estimated for all amplification factors ν in the longitudinal direction [Figure
6.6(a)] and transverse direction [Figure 6.6(b)]. The error trends with respect to bridge model
variation are very similar to those found for isolation system parameter variation. That is, for
each amplification factor, the BSNE is approximately constant—or varies within a narrow
range—with the bridge parameter variation. The average BSNE is a little higher in the
longitudinal direction (meaning the estimated base shear is more conservative) than in the
transverse direction, which is likely due to the complexities associated with transverse–vertical
coupling as mentioned previously. The average BSNE ranges are: -5% to 2% in the longitudinal
direction and -7% to 1% in the transverse direction for ν = 0.5; 21% to 30% in the longitudinal
direction and 15% to 27% in the transverse direction for ν = 1.0; and 40% to 61% in the
longitudinal direction and 40% to 52% in the transverse direction for ν = Sa(Tv)/PGAV.
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Figure 6.6

Average BSNE
B
for all bridge
b
mode ls: (a) longitudinal directtion and
(b) transve
erse direction
n.

Figure 6.7 su
uperimposess the averag
ge BSNE onn scatter pllots of BSN
NE for indivvidual
m
to show the disspersion in the error estiimates. Subfigures represent the vaarious
ground motions
amplificaation factors in the longiitudinal and transverse ddirections: ν = 0.5 [Figurre 6.7(a) andd (b)],
ν = 1.0 [F
Figure 6.7(cc) and (d)], and
a ν = Sa(T
Tv)/PGAV [F
Figure 6.7(e)) and (f)]. Thhe average B
BSNE
is depicted as a thicck line with circle mark
ker, while B
BSNE for inddividual groound motionns are
depicted by *. Again
n, significantt dispersion in
i the accuraacy of the baase-shear cooefficient oveer the
ground-m
motion suite is observed
d, meaning th
hat the simpplified method cannot estimate the baseshear am
mplification for
f individuaal motions with
w high connfidence. Thhe average B
BSNE is closest to
0; thus th
he estimate is the most accurate
a
on average
a
whenn the ampliffication factoor ν is taken to be
0.5. How
wever, at this time the amplification
a
n factor ν = 0.5 is not rrecommendeed for appliccation
because it
i lacks suffiicient conserrvatism.
In
n summary, for the diffeerent isolatio
on parameteer variations and bridge model variaations
studied, the
t proposed
d method to
o estimate baase shear forr 3D shakingg captures w
well the obseerved
trends in
n base-shearr coefficientt. The threee different aamplificatioon factors considered leed to
increasin
ngly conserv
vative estimaates. While an amplification factorr ν = 0.5 leaads to the loowest
average BSNE,
B
it raisses the possiibility of sign
nificantly unnder-predictiing the base--shear coeffi
ficient
for individual ground
d motions. The
T amplificcation factorr ν = 1.0 is rrecommendeed for predicctions
that are sufficient
s
but not overly conservativee. Statisticall analysis ovver many groound motionns and
model vaariations is advisable
a
to determine a “best fit” vvalue of the aamplificationn factor. Beccause
of the co
omplexities associated
a
with
w high-inttensity PGAV , determinaation of a thhreshold PGA
AV is
envisioneed above which
w
the simplified method
m
cannnot reliably be appliedd, and 3D RHA
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procedurres are recom
mmended. Im
mplementatio
on of a PGA
AV limit may improve thee reliability oof the
estimatio
on method in
n the applicab
ble range off ground-mottion intensityy.

Figure 6.7

Average BSNE
B
and BS
SNE for indiv
vidual motion
ns for all brid
dge
models: ν = 0.5 (a) long
gitudinal, (b)) transverse;; ν = 1.0 (c)
longitudina
al; (d) transv
verse, ν = Sa((T)/PGAV; (e)) longitudina
al; and (f)
transverse
e.
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7

Summary and Conclusions

In this study, a series of ground motions with a wide range of vertical shaking intensity were
applied to three-dimensional models of bridges isolated with triple pendulum bearings (TPBs)
that both excluded the vertical component (2D shaking) and included the vertical component (3D
motion). Bridge response under 2D and 3D shaking was then compared to investigate the direct
effect of vertical shaking. The objective of this work was to evaluate the amplification of base
shear under 3D motion, and to develop a simplified method to predict base-shear amplification.
An existing ground-motion suite was selected that had been fitted to a target horizontal
spectrum, and vertical components were scaled individually to fit a target vertical spectrum that
corresponded to the target horizontal spectrum. The target vertical spectrum was created based
on NEHRP recommended seismic provisions [FEMA 2009b]. Ground motions were divided into
three groups based on peak vertical ground acceleration (PGAV). The PGAV intensity ranges
were: Group 1 = 0.8g and above (High Intensity), Group 2 = 0.5g to 0.7g (Moderate Intensity),
and Group 3 = 0.2g to 0.4g (Low Intensity).
Multi-span concrete box girder bridges were selected for this study as they are a
prominent bridge type in California and are suitable for seismic isolation. A three-span, 45-ft
wide, multi-column bent bridge was established as the Base Model bridge. The isolation system
friction coefficients were µ1 = 0.02 and µ2 = 0.08, and isolation periods were T1 = 1 sec and T2 =
3.5 sec for sliding on first and second slope of the backbone curve, respectively. A bridge
parameter variation was implemented to evaluate the effect of various parameter variations on
the amplification of base shear. Also, isolation system parameter variations were applied to the
Base Model bridge. The Base Model bridge and all variations were modeled in OpenSees using
the spine-modeling approach, and TPBs were modeled using the TripleFrictionPendulum
element.
Response histories were compared for a representative motion from each ground-motion
group under 2D and 3D shaking. Peak responses were compared under 2D and 3D shaking for
all motions. Modal and spectral analyses were also conducted to understand dynamic properties
and behavior of the bridges under vertical motion. Deck acceleration spectral response at
different locations revealed that higher modes were excited.
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A simplified theory was also proposed, leading to a method to predict the amplified baseshear coefficient for 3D shaking from the base-shear coefficient for 2D shaking. Thus, the
method is applicable for bridge design based on equivalent static analysis. The theory predicts
that the amplification of base shear is proportional to (uo/Reff + ), where uo is peak isolator
displacement, Reff is the radius and  the friction coefficient of the effective pendulum
mechanism, as well as PGAV, thus accounting for any variation of isolation system parameters in
the estimate. Three different amplification factors, ν, were considered: ν = 0.5, ν = 1.0, and ν =
Sa(Tv)/PGAV. The last, ν = Sa(Tv)/PGAV, can be interpreted as the effective or realized vertical
acceleration at the isolators and is the spectral acceleration at the period of the dominant vertical
mode.
The proposed method with different amplification factors was evaluated using two
different error estimates: the amplification error or AE, and the base-shear normalized error or
BSNE. The simplified method with a different amplification factor was assessed over a range of
isolation parameters and bridge parameter variations. Key conclusions from this work are as
follows.
1. Response history analysis over the suite of motions demonstrated that the horizontal
response of the bridge was amplified when vertical motion was included. The transversedirection base shear in the Base Model bridge was amplified by factors ranging from 1.39
to 3.59 for the Group 1 motions, 1.12 to 1.52 for the Group 2 motions, and 1.21 to 1.26 in
Group 3 motions. The longitudinal-direction base shear in the Base Model bridge was
amplified by factors ranging from 1.83 to 2.23 for the Group 1 motions, 1.03 to 1.46 for
the Group 2 motions, and 1.18 to 1.47 for Group 3 motions. These amplification factors
imply that exclusion of the vertical component of shaking could lead to underestimation
of demand shear forces on bridge piers. Base shear was amplified more in the transverse
direction than in longitudinal direction, which is believed to be due, in part, to excited
horizontal–vertical coupled modes.
2. A transverse–vertical modal coupling was observed in the Base Model bridge by
examining spectral responses at various locations on the bridge. Mode 7, the vertical
mode with the highest mass participation, was excited under 3D shaking. The vertical
motion introduced a high-frequency axial force variation to the isolators, which was
transferred to the isolator horizontal forces since the horizontal friction force is
proportional to the axial force. It was determined that high-frequency oscillation affected
the base shear at a period of around 0.2 sec, which is the period of the second transverse
mode and, consequently, excited the second transverse mode under 3D motion only. This
type of coupling has been observed in multi-story buildings, and the analysis here shows
that such coupling is also possible in bridges.
3. Modal analysis of the various bridge models in the parameter study showed that all
bridges have a 2C/3C/4C-shape vertical mode with high modal-mass participation that is
expected to be the dominant vertical mode. In many of the bridge models, the vertical
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mode was closely spaced to a second transverse mode. Spectral responses were not
examined in detail for these bridges, but modal coupling is expected for those models
with closely spaced coupled horizontal–vertical modes. This type of transverse–vertical
modal coupling should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis for bridges with the potential
for being subjected to high-intensity vertical ground shaking. Because the effects of such
coupling were not evident from analysis of the base-shear coefficient alone, the greatest
impact of the coupling is expected to be amplification of mid-span accelerations, which
may not be that significant for bridges.
4. Regarding error estimates, the AE was found to be unreasonably large when amplification
of the base shear from 2D to 3D is close to 0. Thus, the AE was not found to be a
meaningful measure of the accuracy of the simplified method, whereas the BSNE
evaluated directly the error in the total base-shear estimate relative to the simulated base
shear. The BSNE was found to be a reasonable error measure and is recommended to
evaluate the accuracy of the simplified method.
5. Amplification of base shear decreased with the increase of effective period (or radius Reff
of the effective pendulum mechanism) and increased with an increasing friction
coefficient . The proposed method to estimate base shear for 3D shaking well captures
these observed trends in the base-shear coefficient vs isolation system parameters. The
average BSNE was essentially independent of the variation in isolation system
parameters. Differences in base-shear amplification for bridge superstructure parameter
variations were insignificant, and the simplified method also estimated base shear for 3D
shaking accurately across the range of bridge model variations.
6. Large dispersion of the BSNE was observed over the suite of ground motions. While the
amplification factor ν = 0.5 led to the lowest average BSNE, using this amplification
factor could lead to the possibility of significantly under-predicting the base-shear
coefficient for an individual ground motion. On average, using an amplification factor ν =
1.0 overestimated the base-shear coefficient by 15–30% (i.e., the average BSNE ranged
between 15–30%). Application of the simplified method with ν = 1.0 is recommended for
estimates of response that are sufficient but not overly conservative. Applying an
amplification factor consistent with the vertical spectral acceleration of the dominant
vertical mode of the bridge was unnecessarily conservative for most motions. In other
words, dynamic amplification of the ground motion was not generally observed.
7. Future work is advisable to fine tune the estimation method for implementation in bridge
design codes. Analysis with a statistically significant number of ground motions and
range of shaking intensities, along with model variations. should be used to determine a
“best fit” value of the amplification factor. Because of the complexities associated with
high-intensity shaking, determination of a threshold PGAV is envisioned above which the
simplified method cannot reliably be applied, and 3D RHA procedures are recommended.
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Implementation of a PGAV limit may improve the accuracy of the estimation method in
the applicable range of ground-motion intensity.
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